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by Anna Cham
 

APPLAUSE: s

As predicted in last month‘s

column, JIMMY DAVIS and

NEXUS are signing on with a major

label (see our story on Nexusmember

JOHN SCOTT on page 14). Jon

Hornyak and attorneys Jim

Zumwalt and Steve Weaver are com—
pleting the negotiations on a major

record deal with Quantum
Music/MCA. The label, started by

MTV founder Bob Pittman, won out
over Chrysalis, Polygram, RCA,

Geffen, Atlantic and several others.
The album — will be recorded at

Sounds Unreel with Jack Holder and

Don Smith producing. ENCORE!

ENCORE!
Memphis‘ current torch—bearer,

ROB JUNGKLAS, was featured on a
January Sunday night MTV special

with a 30 minute documentary

composed of interview footage filmed

in Memphis and Rob‘s 3 videos. His

latest video, "Make It Mean

Something" was MTV‘s "Hip Clip of

the Week" in mid—January. Hip Clip

video means that the video is shown

every three hours for a week. At

presstime the video is in Medium

rotation with the single at #31 with a

bullet on the Radio And Records

charts. Go for the gold (record, that

is)!
Put your hands together for:

Luther Ingram at #29 with a bullet in

— Billboard‘s Hot Black singles charts

for "Baby, Don‘t Go Too Far." I pre—

viously reported him in the album
charts. Wrong, but it looks like the

Don Dortch—negotiated deal is
headed up. Dortch, Memphis—based,

was (is?) the Bar—Kays‘ agent.

Speaking of the Bar—Kays,

founding member JAMES ALEX—

ANDER and keyboardist MARK

BYNUM have exited the Kays to

 

form Focus. Focus on this, their

single is #66 in the Hot Black Chart

with a bullet. That hot song "Zero In

July" was put together by the 2—man

duo. Rumor has an unidentified ex—

Xavion member joining them (for a

tour? Perhaps!). f
On the local applause meter, big

decibels go to Strings and Things and

the Amro Musitron for recently spon—

sored competitions.
The 4th Annual Strings and

Things/Car Show Battle of the Bands

brought out 53 bands in 2 days. The

16 judges (Memphis Star‘s own Ken
Houston included) turned in these

winners: First place and a $500 gift

certificate to Dunamis featuring

Mike Stovall; 2nd place to Cafe

Racers, Rusty Stavely, Richard

Thompson, Andy Tate, Bob Tanner
and Eric Wallace; 3rd place to Eric

Gales, Eugene Gales and Hubert

Crawford, Jr., and 4th place to The

Flexx with Kevin Dotson, Terry

Harris, Manual Gales, Melvin Rice,

Caprice Star, Kevin Shotwell and

Ashley Davis.
The Grand Prize winner of the

Amro Jam netted a free recording

session at Memphis Sound

Productions. DOTZ, the winners,

competed against approximately 60

entrants in the month—long compe—

tition. According to Musitron mana—

ger Jim Medlin, the jam/contest

begins again this month. Call for

details.
Local studio co—owners WARD

ARCHER, JR. and NIKOS LYRAS

along with William Bearden and

   

Wedding bells are in store for Melinda

Griffin and Managing Editor Hal

Quick. photo by David Nickles

Henry Turley, Jr. have founded a

publishing company, MEMPHIS

MUSIC, INC. They vow to get

Memphis—based songwriters listened

to by name artists that are capable of

making the tune a hit. The talent is

here and this group of people could be

just what we need to get that respect

that precedes cashflow. Don‘t give up

yet, keep on writing those hits.

FOR THE CAUSE:

Save your money! WKNO Channel

10‘s Action Auction is coming up the

first of April. If you‘re the high

bidder you could go home to a

$200,000 house, among other sale

items. Support Public Television.

Every Saturday night a local

church is presenting a Christian

Rock concert. Different area groups

will be performing at 2109 Peabody

beginning at 7:00 p.m.

cont. page 31

 

   

Think As Incas have a showcase in Nashville in February. The group is, from:

left, Paul Buchignani, Paul Parker, David Shouse, Davis McCain and Charlie

Yarwood. photo by Susan Y. Vaughan:
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Congratulations To

Premier Players

Nominees

BRASS: Richard Steff, Scott

Thompson, Reid McCoy, Ben

Cauley, Joe Mulherin, Jack Hale,

Sr., Richard Boyington, Mark

Blumberg, Bruce Wermuth, Bill

Flores, Ken Jackson, Bob Gilbert,
Charles Schulz;

WOODWINDS: Gary Topper,

Edwin Hubbard, Jim Spake,

Andrew Love, Lannie McMillan,

John Lux, Jack Holder, Phil

McGee, James Gholson, Allen

Rippe, Bruce Erstine, Sal

Crocker;

BASS: Dave Smith, David Coch—

ran, Jim Gambill, Tim Goodwin,

Ray Sanders, Duck Dunn, John

Chiego, Sam Shoup, Jerry Dean,

Dwayne Thomas, Jimmi Kinnard,

Mike Adams, Les Bowden, Frank

Pappajohn, Tommy Cathey, Ray
Griffin;

ORCHESTRAL STRINGS: Pe—

ter Hyrka, Jack Abell, Max Huls,

Julian Ross, Peter Spurbeck, Noel

Gilbert, Debra Moree, Marian

Shaffer, Ozzie Blumberg, Roy

Brewer, John Wehlan;

CONTEMPORARY STRINGS:

Tommy Burroughs, Robbie Tur—

ner, Peter Hyrka, John Scott,

Richard Bailey, Larkin Bryant,

Jack Abell;

PERCUSSION: Frank Shaffer,

Mike McCarroll, Chris Canute,

Gary Johns, Skip Williams, John

Hampton, Brian Fullen, Chuck

Reynolds Bower;

MISC. —INSTRUMENTS: Pete

Pederson (harmonica), Mark

Sallins (harmonica), Lynn Jones

(harmonica), Fingers Taylor (har—

monica), Elmo Thomas (har—

monica), Bruce Erskine (bag—

pipes), Joyce Cobb (harmonica),

Linzie Butler (harmonica),

Frances Phillips (harmonica);

GUITAR: Jack Holder, Nikos

Lyras, Eddie Campbell, Gene

Nunez, Bob Salley, Kye Kennedy,

Shawn Lane, Gerard Harris, John

Stover, Tommy Burroughs,

Angelo Earl, Bobby Manual, Bill

McMath, B. James Lowery,

Michael Toles, Phil Black, David
Cousar, James Lott;

cont. page 11
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STAGE
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FULL SERVICE

ENTERTAINMENT     

     

 

   

STAR STAGE CORPORATION With Almost

is a NEW Full 100 Years

Service Enter— DALE G. SHIRLEY Combined Ex—
LARRY O. McKEEHAN I1

DANIEL G. JONES

PRESTON ~BUBBA"WILLIAMS

37 E. CAROLINA AVE.

MEMPHIS, TN _38103

perience in the

Entertainment

Industry, Our Staff

has, in the past,

worked with such

tainment Corpo—

ration offering a

Complete Range

of Entertainment

Services Including:

     

  

Artists as:

Entertainment Agency aaLU Bar Saw:
Productions OUTSIDE TENNESSEE Beach 3°58

Management 1'800‘643'001 6 Pan] LaBelle

Black Oak Arkansas
Records? ¢ Billy Joe Royal

Publishing Bobby "Blue" Bland
Promotions Neville Bros.   

 

DeGarmo & Key
Blood, Sweat & Tears

Conway Twitty

  Consulting

Video
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Space in Studio News is avail—

able to all studios open to the

public recording music or videos

in the Memphis area. Submis—

sions must be typed, double—

spaced and received no later than

the 15th of the month prior to

publication. Address material to:

The Memphis Star, c/o Ken

Houston, 643 S. Highland,

Memphis, TN 38111. The

Memphis Star reserves the right

to edit all copy.
   

 

 

 

by Ken Houston 

At COTTON ROW RECORDIND
singer/songwriter Tony Joe White,
writer and performer of such songs
as "Poke Salad Annie," "Rainy Night
In Georgia," and "I Get Off On It,"
was in laying down tracks for his new
album. His swamp rock sound has
been perfected on this album by com—
bining the talents of Jerry Bridges
and Jeff Hale as producers, Carl
Marsh on the Fairlight, and Niko

Lyras engineering. All tracks were
recorded and mixed digitally on a

Mitsubishi X—800 supplied by Audio—

Force in Nashville.: Also, Vivian
Berryhill, one of the founders of

   

 

"Listening Night" for MSU‘s

Commercial Music Program students

and their projects last December.

~~Pictured ~are, from left, graduate

Brent Littlefield, Instructor Bob

Tucker and Ardent‘s John Fry.
photos by Chris Stalls

The new Wilson World Hotel hosted

Vinchon Ministries, who broadcast

weekly spots on Love 107, wrote

several segments for their show

which addresses moral issues for
today‘s youth. Doug Nightwine en—
gineered.

At ROADHOUSE MUSIC
STUDIOS, Lonnie Kidd and Nolan
Richardson were back for more work
on demos of Kidd‘s original songs.
Ronnie Vandiver and Mark Patrick
engineered. Sidemen included
Travis Whitten Sbass),_ Dennis
Edwards (vocals), eil Kane
(Guitar), Vandiver
(drums).

At ARDENT, Wayne "Cousin
Bubba" Emmons recorded "The
Christmas Request," written and

arranged by Rich Landers of St.
Louis. Producer Terry Manning

finished a dance mix for Capitol

artist New Model Army. Phonogram

artists, Green On Red were back in
with engineer Joe Hardy and pro—
ducer Jim Dickinson, doing guitar
and vocal overdubs. Tay Falco and
The Panther Burns were in mixing
their new album, Chaulk House, with
Alex Chilton producing and Mark
Culp enigineering. While they were
in the studio the band had a visit from
French label New Rose Records
President Patrick Mathe‘. Journey
frontman Steve Perry came in while

and Ronnie

   

  

Swamp rock is back. Tony Joe White

has been at Cotton Row cutting a new

album.

they were in town to lay down some
vocal overdubs for their single "I‘ll
Be Alright." While he was there he
requested a listen to the Mudboy and
the Neutrons project, and was
impressed. Lastly, Warner Brothers
artists The Replacements are
continuing work on their digital
album with Jim Dickinson
producing and John Hampton at the
console.

Meanwhile, at THE ATTIC John

Scott is continuing work on material
for Jimmy Davis and Nexus. Work
on The Meadowlarks‘ album is also
continuing under his guidance.

is ss

The Advanced Recording class consists of, from left, Greg Jones, Graduate

Assistant Dan Pfeifer, Mike Proctor, Denise Tschida, Steve Wenger, Eric

Patrick, Instructor Larry Lipman, Ken Houston, Chet Leonard and, back row,

Dave Tassie, Greg Smith.
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E;;Sc0tt is also starting production work
on a country song package for writer
«Jim Robinson. The package will be
‘sholpped in Nashville. New projects
"include a song called "Thunder" for
"Wally Ford and two pop/r&b songs
for Marcus Reed. Finally, Scott
«recorded a single for producer
«Andrew Jackson on gospel artist
"Orpha Phillips.

=. At SOUNDS UNREEL Rob
Jungklas is doing pre—production for

«his 2nd album for Manhattan
~Records with assistance from Jack
Holder and Don Smith. Jack Holder
«is also producing 2 new songs on
«~Danny Tate for several interested
=record labels. Evan Rush and Rick
Steff are co—producing 4 songs by the
«Generics and The Crime is
«completing the final mixes on their
=~next album. Todd Bradley is
«working on 4 songs to shop to major
record labels. The project is being
recorded by Evan Rush.

—

Rick
Harringotn is the executive
producer.

At the POWERHOUSE RE—
CORDING STUDIO, Bill Beaty,
formerly with the Memphis—based
rock act The Rave, is recording
original songs for a possible album
release later this Spring. Steve
Hauth, Danny Jones, and Chet
Leonard are also working on this
project. Bill plans to bring in some
other local talent for this project after
the basic rhythm tracks have been
completed. *

 

   

  
 

JEWELRY& MUSIC

CASH IN 5 MINUTES FREE!

  

   

   

 

 

   

 

IF YOU NEED A LOAN

NO CO—SIGNERS ® NO RED TAPE f /\\MJ
NO INVESTIGATIONS — GUITAR

a BUY ONE SETOn Musical Instruments
Ask About Loans On Cars GET ONE FREE

CAMERAS e COMPUTERS e INSTRUMENTS e TOOLS » VIDEOSTEREOS * TAPE DECKS » DIVING GEAR » JEWELRY e GUNS

4190 Elvis Presley 4453 Summer Ave.
346—7262 682—3630

SEE US

sTRiNGs *We Loan More

Lowest Prices On Refurbished Merchandise:

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU — OPEN 10 — 6 (6 DAYS)

  

 

   

 

 

Demo Derby Album

Due Out Feb. 15

The promotional album
featuring the winners of the
Memphis Music Association‘s
1986 Demo Derby is scheduled to
be released February 15, and will
be distributed by MMA to local
media, promotional, and industry
outlets; to sponsors; and to the
winning entries.
The meeting place and time for

the organization has been
changed. MMA now meets the
first Monday of each month at
7 p.m. in the downstairs meeting
room B, at the Main Library,
Peabody and McLean. Office
facilities have been offered in
property being renovated in the
Cooper—Young—Fairground area.

*
   

JHO}

THE

Studio

393—8222
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Rockers,

String Guys

and Techs ...

 

Has MIDI

Brought Them

Together?

 

 

by Joe Hardy 

n the course of my daily routine I
work with almost every sort of

musician, even drummers. Most of

them, and, by inference some of you

reading this article, learned to play
by picking up your instrument and

doing whatever it is you do to it until

you perceived the noises you made as

music. Some people took lessons and

actually learned what those squiggly

lines on paper mean (keyboardists

and string players being the prime

offenders).

Each camp maintains a distant

and often violent relation with the

other (I‘ve spent many Saturday

nights beating up viola players).

Rock music essentially strives to

escape the strictures of conventional

music— notation. Emotion and

attitude are often as important as the

notes played. Backward sounds,

feedback and echo become

compositional elements for which no

notation exists. When an interviewer

asked Louie Armstrong if he could

read music he replied, "Not enough to

hurt my playin‘."

Trained musicians on the other

hand (herein referred to generically

as "string guys") regard rockers as

MIPI is

"Man‘s Best Friend" ?

uncultured savants at best. A string

guy will ask, "How can someone who

professes to be a musician not speak

the language of his trade? Isn‘t that

like an English teacher who only .

speaks Spanish or an architect who

can‘t read blueprints?" Well it is kind

of like that. At least it was until

December, 1982, when Sequential

debuted the Prophet 600.

The first synthesizer I ever saw

was an Arp 2500. John Fry bought it

for Ardent Studios, convinced that

electronic instruments would play a

major rolein popular music (Ardent

also owned a Mellotron, but that‘s a

subject too bizarre even for the

Memphis Star). A 2500 cost about

$7000 (that‘s in 1974 dollars), had

three oscillators, one of which was

normally used as an LFO, a VCA, a

VCF and was the size of a Buick. Like

every other commercial synth then

available you could play one note at a

time or you could detune one of the

oscillators and play a parallel

harmony. It sounded like a buzzsaw.

To thicken the sound you could

double the part, eating up another of

the precious 16 tracks, or try to use

another synthesizer as a slave. This

entailed connecting two cables to the

target synthesizer: one to transmit a

control voltage for pitch, the other to

 

transmit a seperate gate signal to

specify durations. Keyboards were

configured as voltage dividing net—

works. If middle C put out 5 volts.

when pressed and C above middle C

put out 10 volts, the system was

described as 5 volts per octave.

Trying to interface this system with a

2.5 volts per octave synthesizer (any

standard, even among a single manu—

facturer‘s products, was non—

existent) required a lot of patience
and random turnings of unmarked

pots. Even then the two keyboards

would most likely be in tune only over.

a limited range. Since we were

rockers instead of string guys we

didn‘t care too much. Wejust wanted.

stuff to sound different. We dis—

covered that the output of a voltage

dividing keyboard could be applied

to the IEEE buss of a harmonizer

and you could play Happy Birthday

on cymbals. If you applied a lot of

resonance on the Arp you could make

a weird tom—tom sound. By running

an existing drum track through an

envelope follower on an Arp 2600

(Carl Marsh owned the only one in

town) you could trigger the tom

sound in time (well, sort of) with the

original.. Slowly engineers evolved

(or degenerated, depending on your

perspective) from rockers to techs.

cont. page 16
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Wales And

Colorado Come

Together

In Memphis

 

Welshman John Meredith

And Coloradan Gary

Backman Build A

Studio on Beale Street

 

by Cheryl Denise Wolder

any elements go into

creating a new sound studio,

starting with design and

continuing through to execution.

Many skilled craftsmen are required

to make the job a success. Two such

men are John Meredith and Gary

Backman, both of whom are

presently involved in the construc—

tion of the new Memphis Sound Pro—

ductions Studio on Beale Street.

"I‘m originally from Wales,"

Meredith said in a thick accent, "then

to Manchester, and then to London.

I‘ve been in California for seven

years." His accent provoked a most

unusual conversation with a local

resident. "This girl asked where I

was from the other night. She says,

‘Where are you from? Are you from

Arkansas? and I said, ‘No, I‘m from

Mississippi!"
This Robert Stack look—alike (from

the right angle) "used to be a coffin

maker. . . it‘s a dying trade, that‘s
why I packed it in. Then I was a

cabinet maker. I used to make all

sorts of stuff. .. cabinets, anything in

the house, doors and stuff."

From that background came,

indirectly, his progression into studio

building. Indirectly because initially

 

 

  

Memphis Sound Productions owner John Fleskes, far left, and Tim Goodwin,

far right, discuss construction techniques with John Meredith, second from left,

and Gary Backman.

he wanted to be a musician. He got as

far as being thrown out of a band for

failing to learn more in six months

than how to twirl his drumsticks

through his fingers. He decided that

the nearest he‘d get to a studio was to

build them. He began in 1974 and

he‘s been building them since. But

what was it like at the start?

With his background he thought it

was going to be easy. He soon found

out it was no such thing, but hedidn‘t

have a chance to make big mistakes,

because he began his career working

with a man he considers one of the

best: Ron Balmer. "He‘d watch you

put stuff up . .. you‘d nail something

and he‘d say AFTER you nailed it up

‘Pull it down.‘" He learned, through

Balmer‘s severity —— ifeach nail was to

be 16" apart, it had better be.

Meredith says simply, "Everything

had to be so precise."

In the long run, his experience with

Balmer was valuable because of the

standard it set. "You‘ve got to have a

good standard. Studio construction

has got to be almost perfect. People

are going to be looking at whatyou‘ve

done for ten and twelve hours (at a

time) and if there‘s anything wrong

with it they‘ll know."

Meredith‘s talents do not merely lie

in studio construction; he also

dabbles in designing them. "I did a

small 24—track one in Los Angeles,"

hesaid. And, not surprisingly, as the

Welsh were legendary as a singing

people, Meredith is also a poet. "I

write songs, I‘m a poet," he said. "I

had a couple of poems printed (in an

anthology printed in 1980). I‘m

writing a screenplay actually, as

well."

His work on studios is extensive.

Some of the many projects he‘s

worked on are the Abbey Road

Studio (post—Beatles), The Manor,

The Castle in Milan (an actual castle

with a moat and every convenience

imaginable). He‘s built in Germany,

did Jimi Hendrix‘ studio in New

York, did two for 10CC, and a couple

in Calgary, Canada. He‘s also put

new speakers in the Palladium (a

London concert hall) and on

interview studios for the BBC radio

stations.

In the recent past he built a studio

for Kenny Rogers and hasjust been in

London working on one for Angel

Studios.

In short, Meredith has worked all

over the world and with lots of

designers. All—in—all he loves work—

ing in studios. But, he says, "I don‘t

know what I‘m gonna be when I grow

up." And then he laughs. Ah, the

Welsh.

cont. page 22
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Mark Tuesday, February 24, on

your calendars because that‘s the

night of the 29th annual Grammy

Awards Show. The show will be

aired on CBS television and promises

to be one of the best ever.

Several Memphians are up for

awards again this year. In the gospel

categories, DeGarmo and Key is

nominated for Best Gospel Per—

formance by a Group or Duo for their

LP Street Light and Al Green was

nominated for Best Soul Gospel

Performance (Male) for his LP Going

Away.
~ Class of ‘55, produced by Chips

Moman, was nominated for Best

Country Performance by a Duo or

‘Group with Vocal. Artists on the LP

include Jerry Lee Lewis, Carl

Perkins, Johnny Cash and Roy

Orbison.

Interviews From the Class of ‘55

Recording Sessions was nominated

for Best Spoken Word or Non—

Musical Recording. Rose Clayton, a

member and governor of the

Memphis Chapter of NARAS, pro—

duced the album. f

Another chapter member, Sidney

Simien of Louisiana, received a nom—

imation for Best Traditional Folk

Recording for his LP Hot Steppin‘

— With Rockin‘ Sidney.

This year‘s chapter Grammy party

will be the biggest and best to date.

Held on the same night as the

Grammys, it will be at the Orpheum

Theatre on Beale Street. National

Bank of Commerce and Crump/

James Insurance both donated $500

to NARAS toward party expenses.

Preceding the Grammys will be

the second annual Premier Player

Awards. Thirteen local awards will

be given to artists and performers

who were voted upon by the 835

members of the Memphis Chapter of

NARAS. For information about the

Grammy party or the Premier

Player Awards, please call Deborah

Camp at 454—2350.

 

NARAS

We Are

The Grammy Awards

And Much More

If You‘re Part Of

The Recording Industry . ..

We‘d like to invite you to join

the Memphis Chapter of the

National Academy of Record— I

ing Arts and Sciences. p Nats
l Address

Our Active members vote for I City

the Grammy winners, and

along with our Associate (non— State Zip

_ voting) members we‘re helping

to create Tomorrows Music

Industry today.

g
a
z
e

>
=

a

I Please send me more info about joining NARAS:

P.O. Box 41072 e Memphis, TN 38174—1072
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FILM,TAPE&MUSIC

DIRECTORY

 

Last month the new Film, Tape

and Music Directory was presented

at a party at the Riverside Grille. The

new directory, sponsored by the

Film, Tape and Music Commission

and NARAS, will be distributed by

the FTMC to national film groups

throughout the U.S.

NARAS welcomes the following

new members: Carlo Ditta, James

Blake, Michael Proctor, Keith

Gambill, Bill Carpenter, A. Miller

and Peter Guralnick. *

 

Memphian Dana Key‘s up for a

Grammy for the DeGarmo and Key

Street Light album.

photo by Mike Allen
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Billy Crystal

To Host

The Grammys

On Tuesday, February 24, for

the first time ever, a comedy

recording star will host the cele—

brated Grammy Awards Show.

Billy Crystal, one of America‘s

leading comedic talents, will

headline the telecast portion of the

of the 29th Annual Grammy

Awards Ceremonies on CBS—TV

(7—10 p.m., CDT).

 

 

Premier Players

from page 5

KEYBOARDS: Tony Thomas,

Tommy Priakos, Ross Rice, Rick

Steff, Lester Snell, Norma Jean

Watts, Marvell Thomas, Carol

Fruchtman, Carl Marsh, Hal

Jackson, Pete Gloria;

PIANO: Tony Thomas, John

Scott, Marvell Thomas, Lester

Snell, John Boatner, Jason D.

Williams, Andrew Jackson, Pete

Gloria, Gene Rush, Sam Viviano,

T.O. Earnheart, Daniel Fletcher,

Bob Marbach, Joan Gilbert;

DRUMS: Steve Mergen, Joel

Williams, James Robertson, Steve

Potts, Mike McCarroll, John

Hampton, Willie Hall, Mike

Gardener, Tommy Lonardo, Steve

Ebe, Chad Cromwell, Greg

Morrow, Doug Garrison, Brian

Fullen, Chuck Reynolds Bowers,
Bill Marshall;

MALE VOCALIST: Jimmy

Davis, Van Duren, Richard

Orange, Danny Jones, Jimi

Jamison, Sam Bryant, Bruce Wer—

muth, Maurice Cheeks, Gary

Johns, James Blackwood, Sr.,

Mark Blackwood, Rob Jungklas,

R.W. Blackwood, Andy Childs;

FEMALE VOCALIST: Suzanne

Jerome—Taylor, Pam Davis, Renee

Jones, Kelley Bruce, Jan Walker,

Phyllis Duncan, Debbie Jamison,

Becky Evans, Ruby Wilson, Joyce

Cobb, Ella Brooks, Melvia "Chick"

Rodgers, Naomi Moody, Andrea

Blackwood, Michele Amato,

Klaudia Kroboth.

  

Screen fem

Fast Delivery

No Minimum Order

901 —7434272

2238 Freemont * Memphis, TN 38114

 
 

 

 

THE RESULTSARE CLEAR

Resumes

Professionally

Phototypeset

Starting at

$21.00
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Kelly Cruise Plays Memphis Music

   

WEGR‘S Kelly Cruise, second from left, visits with, from left, Til Tuesday‘s

Michael Hausman, Aimee Mann and CBS Record‘s Larry Wall.

 

by Luann Williams
 

f you could bottle Kelly Cruise‘s

enthusiasm, you could, for one

thing, probably make a million

bucks, but even more important than

that, Memphis wouldn‘t need a

tourism department or promotions or

public relation people. Everyone

who drank the potion would LOVE

Memphis and its music and be ready

to tell the world about it at the drop of

a hat. A

It seems that Kelly, an announcer

at WEGR FM Rock 103, has taken a

lot of that responsibility on her

shoulders. Kelly brings us "The

Eagle‘s Nest," an hour long program

every Tuesday and Thursday

evening from 11 to midnight that

features everything from an hour of

Lynyrd Skynyrd to a focus on local
musicians. One of the most recent

Memphis musicians featured was

Richard Orange, whose hot—off—the—

tape recordings from Sounds Unreel

Studios was aired for the first time.

Getting airplay is an essential

ingredient for an artist‘s popularity

and could be thefinal nudge for an

act to get signed by a major label.

‘The public has to be made aware of

the music that is out there and that is

where radio‘s role comes in. .

Kelly is a level—headed, attractive,

committed spokesperson for the state

_On The Eagle‘s Net

of affairs of the Memphis music
community.. She has had several
years experience in radio, here in her
native Memphis and in Little rock,
and loves and believes in what she is
doing. How many of you can say that
about your job?

Kelly took a short while from her‘
busy schedule to answer some
questions about radio, the Eagle‘s
Nest in particular.
MS: Radio wields a lot of power as
far as the listening and buying public
goes. Do you think that power could be
used better in favor of the Memphis
music community? —
KC: I‘m sure airplay and sales go
hand in hand, I mean look at Rob
Jungklas, he‘s all over the place. We
are playing "Make It Mean Some—
thing" now, the third single from his
album and he‘s getting tons of media
attention. Sometimes it‘s hard to
gather up current Memphis rock
music to play. Richard Orange‘s
material was on a reel—to—reel tape.
Musicians are coming out of thewoodwork but a lot of them have no
material recorded.
MS: When and why did the Eagle‘s
Next idea come about?
KC: When Howie Castle took over as
program director, he said I could
have two hours a week to do the
programming of my choice and I was
elated but then I thought, "What am I
going to do?" After some deliberat—

ing The Eagle‘s Nest came about and
we decided to feature Memphis
musicians every few weeks. This all
started in September of last year.
MS: Do you think the quality of
Memphis music is up to par with stuff
from around the country?
KC: Of course, or we probably
wouldn‘t play it.
MS: Do you think this show will
generate interest in playing current
Memphis music during daytime
program hours?
KC: I hope so. I wish we had more to
play, but like I said before, it‘s got to
be recorded before we can play it.
MS: Do you think the Eagle‘s Nest
will start a trend and other stations
will follow suit? s

cont. page 26
 

 

Memphis Area
Radio Stations

CLASSICAL & DIVERSIFIED
FM 90 WEVL
FM 91 WKNO
FM 89 WLYX
FM 92 WSMS
CONTEMPORARY & AOR

AM 1070 WDIA
AM 1430 WLVS
FM 88 WQOX
FM 94 WEZI
FM 98 KWLN
FM 97 WHRK E
FM 100 WMC
FM 101 KRNB
FM 103 WEGR
FM 104 WRVR

COUNTRY
AM 790 WMC
FM 106 WGKX

GOSPEL/CHRISTIAN
AM 640 WMSO
AM 730 KSUD
AM 990 KWAM
AM 1030 WXSS
AM 1340 WLOK
AM 1480 WLOK
AM 1340 WLOK
AM 1480 WMQM
FM 107 KFTH

NEWS/TALK
AM 560 WHBQAM 1380 WMPS

OLDIES
AM 600 WREC
AM 680 —WRVR
AM 1210 WGSF   
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Thebirthday boy with his mother Earline

Glover.

On January 17, Ray Glover, singer and pianist extraordinaire, celebrated his

birthday with a bash and benefit for the George Latimer Ballet Theatre at

Overton Square above the Palm Court.

 

Red and white balloons and his key—

board put a smile on Ray‘s face.

February, 1987

 

  

   

photos by Mike Malone

 

Party participants, from left, Elise

Taylor, Teresa Pate, Shawn

Clary, Ray, Sauna Reis and

Michael Etheridoe.

 

George Latimer‘s Ballet Theatre was

  

  the recipient of the benefit.  

 

Featuring walking sticks,

panama hats, flasks, umbrellas,

shaving kits.

Plus the largest selection of

Mobiles in Memphis, Kites,

Potpourri, Incense, over 200

Deco Wall Plaques, unusual

Greeting Cards, Con—

temporary Smoking &

Snuff Accessories, Tarot

Cards and more at . . .

2025

Madison

One Block

West Of

Overton Square

9o1/726—6800
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ROG/f @ Country ® Gospel
___ JOHN SCOTT

 

  

 

  

 
by Sandy McKenna

ach Thursday evening Jimmy
EDavis and his Nexus Band

}) take the stage at Alfred‘s
East. All the group‘s members have
a youthful appearance, but they must
have been rock and roll babies
because they play like old pros. The
man behind the keyboards has a
philosophy about his life and career
that enhances his wholesome image.
Sipping coffee between sets, John

 

__ As we go to press Nexus
_ isset to sign a major |
_label recording

__.. contract. Congrat—
__ ulations to,
__. from left, .
__ Tommy Burroughs,

_ Jimmy Davis,
__ Chuck Reynolds

_ and John Scott .

  

5 He’saSmger, a Player,

aWriter and a Producer

Scott reminisced about his past eight
years as a professional musician.

John‘s first gigs were in regional
theme parks, Dogpatch, USA and:
Libertyland, both appropriate book—
ings for his American—as—apple—pie
appeal. He opted not to perform at
Opryland so that he could pursue
other avenues in the industry. Play—
ing several instruments — steel, banjo,
lead and bass guitar, and keyboards,
helped to pave his way.
A self—taught musician, Scott was

always motivated by an appreciation

  

 

@
for his art. "Most of my training is
desire. I heard an instrument and
fell in love with it, so I had to learn to
play it." But he does more than play.
He also sings, records, publishes, and
produces.
Even though he is multi—talented,

John says that in each of his en—
deavors he follows a no—fail rule: "Do
what you do best, and don‘t spread
yourself too thin." This guideline has
paid off. Nexus is predicted to land a
major recording deal in the near
future.. His publishing company,
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The Best

Musicians

Are In

Churches

— John Scott

 

John Scott Publishing, which is co—

owned by Stephen Weaver, has been

cashing in on the big market in

country music. John also plays

sessions and works with single artists

producing their original material for

packages. i

But the aspect of his career that

John describes as "very heartfelt" is

his production of gospel music. He

does not hesitate to say that "the best

musicians are in churches," explain—

ing that few people realize it because

these artists are not in the public eye.

The majority of his efforts in

production (at the Attic of Cotton

Row Studios) are concentrated with

Black gospel singers like Marvin

Grant, whose current single

"Freedom" is exceptional.

John originally started playing

contemporary Christian rock but

was influenced by the inspirational

sounds of the Lannie Wolf Trio (and

also by his father, who is a Baptist

minister.)

From Jonesboro, Arkansas, John‘s

father occasionally comes into

Memphis to watch his son at a club

date. Although music was probably

not his father‘s first choice as a career

for his son, Scott relates that he is

now very supportive. "When he

realized that music was all I was

going to do, he encouraged me."

The religious upbringing has in—

fluenced John‘s personal life and

helps him to keep his professional life

in perspective. He is a family man

now, with a wife and two children.

Within the industry, he admits that

he "surrounds himself with trust—

worthy people." His lifestyle and

philosophies indicate a wisdom

beyond his years — two key factors

that will play important parts in his

 

 

West Tennessee‘s Best Kept Secret

  

The Windows are, from left, Alan

and Paul Doege.

 

: by Ken Houston
 

ne of the great things about

working for the Memphis Star is

"discovering" previously unknown

bands. It‘s great when the group is

‘~ made up of friendly unpretentious

guys. When they turn out to be

extremely talented it‘s even better.

Such is the case with The Windows.

Last summer I got a letter from

their manager Doiphus Blackmon

asking me to "look into the Windows.

I caught their show at the Stage Stop

and was impressed with their pro—

fessional four—piece sound as they ran

through their list of covers by artists

such as the Beatles, the Who, Simple

Minds, Aerosmith and the Cars.

What really bowled me over though

was their original songs; strong pop

stuff worthy of being heard on the

radio. The other thing that caught

my eye was just how much fun these

guys have on stage and how much

they enjoy the audience.

The current Windows line—up has

been together a year and a half

though, guitarist and lead vocal,

Larry T. Brewer and Paul Doege,

bassist and vocalist started the band

over seven years ago. Keyboardist

Kirby Jackson and Brewer‘s brother

fae PMV=

$ 1 .

Brewer, Larry T. Brewer, KirbyJackson

  

 

E P

Based out of Martin, Tennessee,

the group mainly plays the college

and club cireuit from Jackson,

Mississippi to Paducah, Kentucky

and spend most of their time on the

road. In addition they have opened

for the Beach Boys, Molly Hatchet,

the Producers, Phantom, Rocker,

and Slick. "We have played twenty—

two different states, even as far north

as North Dakota," Larry Brewer

explains. "We also have a lot of

friends wherever we play, and there

are a few who from time to time will

travel to see us in other cities. Weare

one of the hardest working bands,

and I think it will pay off for us one

day."

The Brewer brothers are

originally from Chicago. Larry is the

front man for the group, sings mostof

their original songs and since he‘sthe

most talkative has become the band‘s

spokesman. Alan is the opposite; he‘s

the quiet one of the four. Paul hails

from east Texas and is the funny guy;

always clowning around on stage and

always wearing a smile. You can

never find Kirby in one place twice.

Even though he‘s tied to his key—

board he‘s the wildest of the bunch.

Although each member has his own

individual personality all of them

give an equal part to make up the

Windows.

 

 

impending success as a musician, Alan on drums round out the group. — cont. pads 26
publisher and producer. * #
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Drop By Our Office

643 S. Highland

and get

your FREE

Memphis Star

Bumper Sticker
    

 

Rockers, etc.
from page 8

With the advent of polyphonic

synthesizers even the minimal inter—

facing with old Moogs and Arps

‘became prohibitively cumbersome.

Early Memory—Moogs, for example,

had voltage and gate outputs, but no

inputs. Oberheims had a mystery

plug that the manufacturer wouldn‘t

even discuss. Things looked dim in

techland. Then Sequential

introduced their Prophet 10. It had

an inboard sequencer which received

its information via a Z80 micropro—

cessor, the same chip used in

Yamaha‘s cheesy CHSM music

computer. As the sales of ARP

String Ensembles petered out,

Sequential, Roland and Oberheim

decided that some system inter—

changeability would help everybody

and developed the Universal

Synthesizer Interface in 1981.

Though never implemented, it was

the first step toward some sort of

standard. Subsequent meetings in

1982 and further technical refine—

ment by the Japanese resulted in the

Musical Instrument Digital

Interface, first implemented on the

Prophet 600 in December, 1982.

Whether you‘re a rocker or a string

guy, MIDI is something you have to
learn about. You don‘t have to know

that it is a 32.25kBaud asynchronous

TTL compatible serial data link, so

don‘t let the tech talk put you off.

Now that most of the whining about

one guy performing a whole song on

sequencers is over; when even

drummers, (historically semi—

literate drooling mutants), have four

track cassette decks and Roland

sequencers, you have to understand

what MIDI does if you plan to make a

living in the music business (or at

least pay the rent until dad dies).

Classic music notation specifies

pitch (if you‘re playing a Western

scale), duration (as a practical matter

the numerator and the denominator

must be integers; i.e. in a 4/4 song you

can‘t describe a duration of 3.21

quarter notes) tempo (again an

integer is normally called for), and

some indication of dynamics

(crescendo and decrescendo). These

constraints don‘t apply to

compositions described by MIDI pro—

tocol. The durations that can be

described are limited only by the

microprocessor‘s clock base. I often

use Performer by Mark of the

Unicorn, a sequercer program for

MacIntosh. It can playback

durations as short as 1/480th of a

quarter note and can recognize a

tempo of 120.23 beats per minute,

measure one beat one, and 120.22

beats per minute, measure one beat

two. MIDI spec defines dynamics as

a number between 1 and 127. This

velocity number can be used simply

to change volume, or it can affect the

attack, timbre, modulation, vibrato

or any combination of the above if so

desired.

In addition to these advantages

over conventional notation, MIDI can

describe events for which, until

recently, there weren‘t names. Pitch

bend, aftertouch, sustain,

modulation and tremolo can be

precisely annotated. Program

change commands can be written

and, depending on the flexibility of

the MIDI receiving device, will do

anything from changing a DX—7

sound 480 times per quarter note to

increasing the reverb time on a

Lexicon PCMT70 from 2.3 seconds to

4.1 seconds whenever a note above

middle C is played. Since MIDI is

now an accepted standard and

manufacturers are assured of their

products‘ compatibility MIDI

controlled devices ranging from

automated stage lighting to sound

consoles are being released almost

daily. Needless to say even a Julliard

graduate couldn‘t score "pan the

strings left at measure 3 and turn the

red spotlight on the lead guitar

player."

I‘m already over the limit the Star

set for the this article so trust me

when I tell you I‘ve barely seratched

the surface here. MIDI is an integral

part of an unprecedented leap in

music and recording technology. It is

a tool that permits precise and

repeatable control over all elements

of a musical composition. In the very

near future it is the language which

those of us left in the music business

will speak. *

Joe Hardy, a "self—taught" engineer

(he was originally a philosophy

magjor!), has been with Ardent Studios

for 10 years. In the past he has

recorded ZZ Top, The London

Symphony Orchestra and Lou Rawls,

among others. Current projects

include The Replacements and Mylon

LeFevre.
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Finer
   
 

by Cathy James
 

Wehave a "Sweetheart" ofa month
lined up for music lovers starting off
with cellist Linda Brustamante, ap—
pearing as part of the Visiting Artist
series. —She will be performing
on Sunday, February 1 at 8:00 p.m. in
Harris Music Auditorium.
The event that everyone has been

waiting for will arrive Thursday —
Saturday, February 5,6 & 7; the New
Music Festival XV with special
guests, Kronos Quartet, will take
lace. As most of you know, Kronos

fias come to symbolize the rarest of
musical experiences: an evening of
provocative virtuosity, exploring the
range of 20th century music with the
diversity and depth of this repertoire,
interpreting and juxtaposing the
world‘s music with the ensemble‘s
singular, captivating voice. They
move beyond the boundaries which
separate "classical" from "contem—
porary." Their extensive repertoire
contrasts the masterpieces of Bartok,
Shostalovich and Berg, among
others, with the inroads of Thelonius
Monk, John Cage and Terry Riley
and hundreds of composers who have
written works especially for Kronos.
The result is a vast body of work
whose spirit captures the complexi—
ties of our world with an exhilarating
style.

In past years, the New Music
Festival has featured over a thousand
performances of new musical compo—
sitions. Many of these have been pre—
mieres, but all represent in some way
the cutting edge of modern musical
thought. Music of the Festival‘s
success has been due to the impres—
sive roster of guest composers and
artists who come to share their music
and their expertise in master classes
and seminars.
This Festival is free and open to the

public. (Kronos does not allow the use
of cameras, radio—recorder equip—
ment, etc. during their concerts.
Following the New Music Festival,

on Sunday, February 8 at 3:00 p.m.,
Roscoe‘s Surprise Orchestra and the
Delta Beta chapter of SAI honor
fratnernity at MSU, will present a
concert of "Music by Young
American Composers." The concert
will feature works by young
composers ( 18 and under) from New
York, Alabama, Tennessee and
Michigan.

Twelve, year old Dalit Paz
Warshaw‘s composition. "The Battle
of Gettysburg," will be performed by
Lane Baxter, piano, and a narrator.
Ms. Warshaw was the youngest
winner of the BMI student composi—
tion awards at age nine.
Eleven year old Laurence

Gingold‘s "Sonata for Piano" will be
played by Margaret Snyder.
Laurence is the 1987 state composi—
tion winner (first prize) in his age
category for New York.
Memphian Carol Man (seventeen

years old), will be represented on the
program by a "Suite for Piano," and
"The Triple Hoax," played by Melody
Man. Carol was the 1984 first place
winner in the junior division compo—
sition contest of the Music Teacher‘s
National Association.
"A Set of Ritualistic Dances" by

Interlochen Arts Academy student
Philip Rugel, for woodwind quartet,
will also be performed.
 

 

 
 3 Cm :   

The Kronos Quartet is, from left,
David Harrington, Joan Jeanrenaud,
Hank Dutt and John Sherba.

The concert is made possible by
grants from SAI Philanthropies, Inc.
and Memphis State University. Ad—
mission is free and the public is in—
vited.
The February 8 concert of Elsa

Ludewig Verdehr has been can—
celled. On Tuesday, February 10 at
8:00 p.m., Con Anima Concerts will
present pianist Joan Gilbert. She
will have as her guests, violinist John
Wehlan and Robert Gilbert on horn.
Works by Schubert, Chopin, and
Brahms will be performed. On

‘Thursday, February 12 at 8:00 p.m.,
the Faculty Jazz Quintet will pre—

sent a concert. Works by Kenny
Barron, Jimmi Heath, Horis Silver,
Richie Beirach, Joe Zawinul, Cadd
Dameron and Thelonius Monk will
be performed.
We have two concerts scheduled

for Sunday, February 15 in Harris
Auditorium. The first one will be a
voice recital featuring Jo Ann Sims
at 3:00 p.m. The second will be
Sunday night at 8:00 p.m. — The
Dallas Brass will be ‘visiting
Memphis State. Since its founding in
1982, The Dallas Brass has rapidly
developed a reputation for innova—
tion, style and music artistry. With
the addition of percussion, The
Dallas Brass brings a new dimen—
sion to the standard —brass quintet.
Their unique — instruheritation,
coupled with original arrangements,
enables them to perform a multi—
tude of musical styles; from Mozart to
Copland, from Benny Goodman to
Lionel Richie. §
On Wednesday, February 18 at

8:00 p.m., the Faculty Chamber
Ensemble will present a concert. On
Sunday, February 22 at 8:00 p.m.,
there will be a Chamber Music
Recital featuring MSU faculty
pianist Angeline Case—Newport with
her sister, Linda Case, violist. This
concert will be free for everyone and
is being sponsored by the Student
Activities Council at MSU. On Tues—
day, February 24 at 8:00 p.m., there
will be a free concert given by the
University Wind Ensemble.
On Thursday, February 26at 8:00

p.m., Visiting Artist Nelita True will
, be presenting a piano concert. Ms.
True is visiting Memphis State to
present a recital and workshop being
sponsored by the Greater Memphis
Music «Teachers Association and
MSU.

In conjunction with her husband,
pianist Fernando Laires, shecom—
missioned the "Concerto for Two
Pianos" by Leslie Bassett. Together
they have given many performances
of this work, including a recent
concert at the Inter—American
Festival at the Kennedy Center in
Washington, D.C.
To wind up the month, the Concert

and Varsity Bands will present a free
concert on Friday, February 27 at
7:30 p.m.
Until next time, take care and take

in some of these wonderful events
that we have to offer. If you need
further information, just call me at
454—3766 — this is a 24—hour concert
information line. ‘See ya‘ next
month!!x
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JAMIESON

BRANT

Jazz

Reinstated

 

by Tim Sewell 

he Belmont Grill is a cozy

neighborhood bar located at

Poplar and Mendenhall in East

‘Memphis. Every Sunday afternoon,

the small building comes alive with

the sounds of the big band era. From

3:00 to 6:00, the group Countdown

and Jazz Reinstated thrills the crowd

with selections by such music legends

as Benny Goodman, George
Gerschwin, and Duke Ellington.

And, since all ofthe group‘s members

are "homegrown Memphians,"

there‘s always some good Memphis

music played as well.

The afternoon of jazz begins as a

tall balding man with a thick gray

mustache picks up his saxophone and

immediately jumps into a jazz

melody. As the rest of the group joins

in, the people in the bar settle down to

enjoy the music that is reminiscent of

another time. As soon as the band

finishes its first selection, the

saxophone player and leader of the

group steps up to the microphone to

address the audience. "Welcome to
the Belmont Grill and Countdown

and Jazz Reinstated . .."

The leader of the group is Jamieson

Brant, a 57—year—old "child of the big

bands" Brant formed Countdown

and Jazz Reinstated about two years

ago. He explains how the group got

its name. "Abouttwoyears ago, what

is now the Belmont Grill was known

as Sir Robert‘s. At that time, I was

   

Jamieson Brant at the Belmont, which has "soaked up enough booze and

cigarette smoke to make (it) very good acoustically."

the sometimes bass player with ajazz

group that played here. That group

eventually broke up and we just

‘reinstated it a few years ago; thus

the name Countdown and Jazz

Reinstated." <
Besides Jamieson Brant, the other

regular members of the group

include Tim Goodwyn playing bass,

Gene Rush on the keyboards, and

Tom Lonordo and Tom Branch:

sharing duties as percussionist. The

group seems to have a lot of fun

together, and they always welcome

guest musicians to join in. On this

particular Sunday, Michelle Amato,

a talented jazz singer, sang a few

tunes with the group, much to the

delight of the audience as well as the

band members.

Brant insists that his group doesn‘t

play a "show" at the Belmont. "We

simply play the music that we love — a

lot of the old stuff and some newer

material." y

Brant describes the Belmont Grill

as one of the best places in town to

play jazz. "After 40 years, the wood

in there has soaked up enough booze

and cigarette smoke to make the

place very good acoustically," he

explains jokingly.

Jamieson Brant became interested

in music at a very early age. His

parents were both professional

musicians who encourage him to

pursue a career in music. Starting

out as a guitar player, Brant

switched to the saxophone while still

in college at Memphis State. Today,

he plays not only the guitar and

photo by Tim Sewell

saxophone, but also the piano, bass,

clarinet, flute and percussion.

Brant started his work with the

local music industry just as it was

moving into high gear in the late 40‘s

and early 50s. He started out with

Pepper Records and Sun Recording

Studios in the early 50‘s, and later

worked with Stax and American.

When he wasn‘t working in

Memphis at this time, Brant was

touring the country playing the jazz

circuit. He played with such music

greats as Hal Mcintyre and Jimmy

Dorsey. He eventually settled in

Memphis because of his family and

because of the good musical climate

of the city.

Over the years, Jamieson Brant

has had a strong influence on the

Memphis music industry. He was a

charter member of the Jazz Society

of Memphis, an umbrella organi—

zation that helps all other jazz

groups. According to Brant, the Jazz

Society has helped a lot of young

musicians to get started.

Brant is currently serving as the

vice—president of the Memphis
Federation of Musicians. He was
proud to mention that this was one of
the first music federations in the
country. "It was formed 127 years
ago, making it 25 or 30 years older
than the American Federation of
Musicians." __
Besides its long history, Brant

pointed out that the Memphis Feder—

ation of Musicians was one of the first

music federations in the nation to

have both black and white members.
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"Prior to 1950, most federations

had the blacks and whites separate,
but not Memphis."

One of the reasons that Brant is so

proud to be ajazz musician is because

jazz was one of the first types of music

to be enjoyed by both blacks and

whites. "It may be black in origin,

but jazz knows no color line," he said.

Besides playing with the Count—

down and Jazz Reinstated, Jamieson

Brant is also an arranger, composer,

producer, and publisher of music.

He is currently working with several

other Memphis writers and

musicians to form a publishing
company. He emphasized that the
company would consider all types of
music for publication. "There are a
lot of talented writers and musicians
here — an inordinate amount.
Memphis is a garden of musical
talent."

Brant strongly believes that the

music industry is coming back to

Memphis in a big way. "It‘s not like

the 60‘s or 70s. There‘s a helluva lot

more talent here now than it was
back then."

And what about the future of the

big bands in Memphis? Brant

believes that they are coming back

because of the high school stage band

organizations. "A lot of younger

people are getting interested in jazz

and the big band sounds."

His colleagues in the music

industry have only admiration and
respect for Jamieson Brant. Accord—

ing to David Joyner, who was sitting
in as the keyboard player for Count—
down and Jazz Reinstated, Brant is a
talented musician as well as a terrific
teacher. "He‘s taught us a lot. He
always keeps one foot in the jazz
tradition. Jamieson Brant is the one
person who holds jazz together in this

town."

Another colleague called Brant a

"national treasure" and advised

Memphians to "appreciate and take

good care of him."

As for Brant, he recognizes his

deep roots in Memphis music and he
appreciates the Memphis music

industry. "I‘m proud to be a
Memphis musician," he says con—

fidently. And Memphians should be

very proud of the fact that this city
has nurtured yet another music

legend — jazz great, Jamieson
Brant. *  
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by Tony Jones

he collaborating interests

And The Masters Of The

Universe Power Tour," which

beamed here January 13th and 14th,

are industry dynamos — MTM Pre—

sentations Ltd. (re; "The Mary Tyler

Moore Show," et al), Pace Manage—

ment (they do a lot at Mud Island) and

Mattel, Inc. (one of Santa Claus‘

primary sub—contractors).

__

With

creative partner Landmark Enter—

tainment Group, they‘ve

.

jointly

constructed a marvelous fantasy/

operetta/advertisement packing $2.5

million into a huge 84‘ x 110‘ stage

set.

The flashy recreation of the nordic—

space cartoon engulfed fully one—half

of the Mid South Coliseum‘s main

floor. Combining an elevated free—
 

 

— ——Thecastle isflankedbygiantvi

standing stage encircledby

a

roller

rink, the backdrop is dominated by

the peering, smoke encased

countenance of Castle Grayskull.

screens on which transmissions from

various interplanetary bases and

scene settings are shown to the

audience. And it‘s purely a gas, as

entertaining as big business can be.

To best understand the immense

sum and substance personified in the

show, begin with this explanation of

his snowballing responsibilities by

sales and marketing director, John

Mulcahey. His opening night jitters

stemmed from far morethan

|| ———§ ~mountingthe"He Man—SheRa ~~thoughtsofmissedcues.

"As with the rest of the marketing

staff, I rented all of the movies, all the

cartoons (concerning the character) I

could get my hands on. And also, a

television in the office and an alarm

set to whatever time the program

comes on in the local market. Plus

tracking sales of the toys."

Now that the tour has actually

begun, Mulcahey will spend the next

two years hip—hopping through sixty

cities. "One of my men will be follow—

ing me. I‘ll set up interviews, etc. and

he comes in to make sure they‘re

executed. The challenge of it all is to

see it from the start to the completion

of the tour.
"For instance, last night," his

downward glance punctuates, "was

really a long day. Of course I don‘t

physicallycarryprops intothe arena

but our stage hands,wehaveabout—

eighteen traveling with us and about

the same number locally, began

because of the basketball game the

previous night. In marketing speak:

The atmospheric conditions weren‘t

sufficiently proper for us to begin our

transmission," he jokes from an

Eternian mindset. Slipping into

personna is easy for him, he‘s worked

  
  

with Ringling Brothers and Disney

Productions, it was a natural

appointment to enlist him as

Eternian commerce expeditor.

He Man hailsfrom Eternia,where___|.

~hebattles the treacherous, and ugly,

Skeletor to retain order in the uni—

verse. She Ra is He Man‘s sister, both

offsprings of King Randor and Queen

Marlena, an earthwoman whom

Randor wed after her spaceship

crash—landed on Eternia. Just as He

Man and She Ra are oblivious to who

their parents are, the King and

Queen don‘t know that the pair are

the twins born to them but abducted

by the Evil Hordak. They‘re reunited

in adulthood with no one the wiser

except the good Sorceress of Eternia.

This seriously attired faith

samaritan persuades the King‘s lost,

mild son Adam to grasp the

enchanted Powersword, and a

magical transformation happens.

He becomes He Man, the most power—

ful warrior in the universe.

Meanwhile, on this very same day

ontheplanetEternia,homeofthe
—

evil Hordak and other fools, Hordak‘s

ace pupil Skeletor traps him in a .

deorigging the show about foura.m.~—time—warp andescapestoEterniafor

a swinging evil time. Thus the

ultimate struggle between good and

evil begins and billions of dollars are

made.
To accommodate all this in a

theatrical setting, plus the additional

co—stars, the show‘s creative team
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envisioned a new character,

Songster, to focus attention upon the

show‘s plotline and transitions. This

cosmic m.c. (assisted by Man—At—

Arms for play—by—play) descends

from the ceiling strumming a mock

lute illumned with sequential

lighting and sings the story enacted

upon the stage. Twenty—six costumed

cast members enact the conflict in

dance and pseudo—battle, cul—

minating in a triumph of good,

settled in roller—derby style.

A pious warrior who preaches as he

fights, He Man has become a huge

superstar. With an ancestry linked to

parent company Mattel‘s Barbie doll

and Hasbro‘s G.I. Joe, He Man has

generated $2 billion in sales,

licensing and merchandising

revenue. The product line racked up

$500 million in retail sales in its first

year on the shelf. The marketing

team John Mulcahey directs must

now execute a task "of a sort of

maintenance program, that‘s where

the work is headed with the

character. You add other characters

from the program into the line."

When questioned of the contro—

versy surrounding the creation of

children‘s entertainment to sell toys,

he responded, "That‘s debatable and

has been going on forever." His

stance reveals the Mickey Mouse he‘s
wearing as he explains his viewpoint.

"It all depends on if you look a little

bit deeper than clustering all the

programs for kids together. If you

look at what He Man stands for,

justice, and it‘s what‘s being

presented in the Power Tour. It‘s

fantasy emphasizing the power of

good, that good will always triumph

over the power of evil. And that you

can do anything you want to do, be

anything you want to be if you have

the faith. I get a real kick out of

seeing the parents standing with

their kids to be sworn into the Order

of Grayskull," which is the ruling

body of the good knights of Eternia.

Doubtless the sight of parents

standing in line with their kids at the

souvenir concession booths is a

pleasing sight to the Order Of The

Bottom Line, the governing factor of

the interests involved. "I HAVE

THE POWERRRR!!!!" He Man

shouts when he raises his mighty

power sword.

"WE HAVE THE DEPOSIT

SLIPS!!!!" echoes him somewhere in
the universe. *

 

 

Goodbye, 1986

photos by Kelly K. Craig

  

 

Beale Street featured a

"Bury Your Blues" parade

(top) while Aifred‘s DJ Mark

Anderson (far right) entertained ;

friends. Was this gentleman jumping

for joy at his ‘87 prospects or the demise %

of ‘86?

   

 

Designated drivers were the order of
Pili = ~~ the clime and used various tech—

Good Question showed a good side at niques to occupy their hands before
the Crown Plaza. assuming their valued duties.

&
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If you have a hole in your soul, go catch

the Blueshawks when they play

around our city. Pictured from left,

Don Von Maurer, DeWayne Ferrante,

Frank Morat, Danny Hawks and, not

pictured, Darrel Pogue and Mike

Jeffers, are currently performing house—

rockin‘ blues at various clubs around

town, as well as the regional college
circuit.

Eventually, the Blueshawks hope to

travel extensively, spreading the blues
world wide. TS

photo by Claudette Gallagher

Meredith and Backman
from page 9

Meredith became involved with

this project by calling Steve Durr of

Nashville, whois the designer of the

facility. Durr hooked Meredith up

with project manager Gary

Backman who had worked for Durr

on previous projects

One could nev guess Gary

Backman was born in Colorado. His

easy, soft—spoken manner marks him

as a Southerner. It all becomes

as he explains that he was raised in

Colorado the first ten years of his life

and nowlives in a small suburb north

of Nashville.

He also has extensive studio exper—

ience. "I‘ve got studios (he‘s built) in

Atlanta, Fort Payne, AL., Forrest,

MS., and Austin, TX. Alot of the

studios I do are for producers, and

I‘ve got one going in Nashville right

now for a small producer, and I just

built one for Norbett Puttnam —— he‘s

a big producer —— he produced Dan

Fogelberg, Jimmy Buffett and

people like this."
Meredith and Backman are not

designers, but, as Backman says,

"acoustical engineers." A field

without harsh competition, their job

is to take the designers‘ ideas and

specifications and build a studio,

often from the ground up.

"If you want to take this down,"

said Meredith about the walls of the

studio, "you‘re gonna have to get a

chain saw and cut square—yard

blocks, that‘s the only way you‘ll get it

down . . . they‘re built REAL well. I

mean, if anything happens to that

building, the building falls down, the

studio will stay up."

Page 22

The "ease" of studio cons

a common misconception. "A lot of

people think that building a studio is

as easy as building a house,"

Backman puts forth.. "And it‘s not;

it‘s a different ball game, and they

don‘t realize it until they get intoit.

Then they realizeit, and that‘s where

people like us can prevent people

from having a lot ¥

"I said, ‘No, I‘m from Mississippi.‘ "
— John Meredith

For example, "You can‘t have any

vibration. If you have a kick drum

kicking in the studio, you can‘t FEEL

that vibration in the control room

because sot ravels faster in hard

surfaces thanit does in the air; so you

feel it before you hearit (that vibra—

tion gets on tape), and that‘s the

problem."

The quality they look for in the

completed studio is "just a natural,

clean sound . . . as far as the instru—

ments go, and that‘s going to depend

on what they want the instruments to

sound like," said Backman. "You can

vary an instrument by the acoustics

of the room and different miking

techniques."
Meredith added, "Phase Audio of

Memphis is doing the audio installa—
tion and they‘re recommending

things like copper shielding of the

walls; copper mesh and running it to

ground busses. It‘s such an

unbelieveable difference from

regular construction."

Backman and Meredith are both

impressed with their current project;

Memphis Sound Productions‘ new

facility on Beale Street. "This is one

of the best I‘ve ever worked in," said

Meredith. "Steve Durr has made a

real good design and the building‘s a

really neat building I think this will

be Memphis‘ big studio," he added.

"A studio is just a room, and you

can make it sound as good as you can,

but it‘s the people that work in the

studio . . . they (owners Tim Goodwin;

John Fleskes and John McDowell)

planned ahead, surrounded

themselves with the people who could

do the job and found out what it was

going to cost and got the money to da

it," offered Backman.

He sums up the result by saying

that in studio construction "you start

by controlling what sound is," and

what you come up with is a studio. A

great one, he hopes, in the case of

Memphis Sound Productions. *
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Alice Cooper brought his smoke, snake,

gulllotme and top hat roadshow to the North

Hall January 3rd. A good time was had by all.

: The Vinnie Vincent Invasion (bottom right)

opened the show.
photos by Kelly K. Craig
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Capturing

An :—

Event

 

The Story Behind

The Recording Of

— The

‘Sunset Symphony
 

 

by Jack Abell
 

s every Memphian knows, the

Sunset Symphony is an event. .

On the last Saturday in May,

Tom Lee Park, a skimpy triangle of

land pushed hard against the river, is

packed with picnickers by mid—

morning and positively over—

populated by mid—afternoon. By the

time two busloads of Memphis

Symphony players arrive at 6 p.m.,

the population will approach a

quarter of a million.

For the next two hours, while the

sun slowly slinks down into Arkan—

sas, symphonic music calms the

savage breast of a crowd that is part

audience and part mob. Silhouetted

against the mighty Mississippi, 85

classical musicians do their thing as

  

James "OI‘ Man River" Hyter.

tens of thousands of small family—like

groups camp out on the river bluffs,

feeding their faces and listening to

amplified orchestral sounds mingled

with shouts of "Hey, Billy! Pass the

Bud Light!"

Making a recording of such a hap—

pening is somewhat like taking a

snapshot of a family reunion at the

Grand Canyon. There is no way to

capture the reality; you only do it to

jog the memory. Last year, at the

10th anniversary of the Sunset

Symphony, some high tech snapshots

were taken. There was live radio

coverage by WRVR, a live Stereo TV

broadcast by WREG, and now there

is the Sunset Symphony album

released in January by Main Events

Records.

"The idea of a Sunset Symphony

album had been talked about at

Memphis In May for years,"

Main Event‘s Bill Carpenter, right, presents the Sunset Symphony album to

photo by Terry Sweeney

according to Bill Carpenter of Main

Events. "The decision by Channel 3

to do the stereo broadcast with Chips

Moman producing the audio is what

encouraged us to do it in 1986."

"We were trying to capture an

event," explains chief recording

engineer David Cherry, "not make a

symphony recording." If the attempt

is successful, a lot of credit goes to

David and producer Chips Moman

for working against formidable odds.

"The main problem was too much

crowd noise during the quiet musical

passages. The shell was not very well

designed for recording — the ceiling

was too low and the walls were

parallel, so that the sound was pretty

hard in the midrange. Also, the brass

instruments bled into the cello, bass

and viola mikes, so it was difficult to

get any definition in the low strings,"

Cherry added.
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Recorded May 31 on Chips
{ Moman‘s 3M 32 track digital re—
: corder, the tape couldn‘t be mixed
— until Moman‘s 3 Alarm Studio was
— finished in the Fall. It was worth the
wait, since 3 Alarm‘s state of the art
bells and whistles helped overcome

: the problems of the live recording.
© In one instance, there was a question—
able chord played by Gov. Alexander
in the middle of an otherwise usable
section. Thanks to the Synclavier, no
one will ever know whether the Gov.
might have hit a clam. The low string
problems were corrected by over—
dubbing some string players in
"Candide" and "1812," which were so
skillfully woven back into the texture
that only the producer knows for
sure.

Back in 1977, at the very first
Memphis In May Festival, things
were a lot simpler. There was no
radio, no TV, no recording, and the
audience numbered about 5,000. The
orchestra stage faced North instead
of East as it now does, and it was
covered with a canvas tent, the sides
of which had been removed because
the wind was threatening to turn it
into a sailboat! There was no "Old
Man River" and no fireworks.
Martha Ellen Maxwell, the first

Sunset Symphony chairman, recalls,
"Originally the symphony was going

 

to play in front of City Hall. But one
of the Board members had seen an
outdoor concert in Denver, and
convinced everybody to move it to the
river. I don‘t know whose idea it was
to schedule it at sunset, but I do
remember that we had intended to
start after sunset, but had forgotten
about daylight savings time, so that
the sunset occurred during the
concert instead. There was some—
thing magical about it right from the
start."

Part of the magic has been the
"1812 Overture" finale with 20mm
cannons from the Millington Naval
Air Station. Fireworks were added
the next year, as was what many now
perceive as the highlight of the
evening, James Hyter‘s rendition of
"Old Man River" with the Ol‘ Man
himself quietly listening in the
background. The event has been
basically the same ever since.

Producing the recording should
have been a piece of cake. Given the
popularity of the Sunset Symphony,
and with a million people attending
Memphis In May events every year,
the potential for record sales is
obvious. After the 9th annual
Festival, past president Bill
Carpenter arranged a meeting with
representatives of Memphis In May,

the Memphis Symphony and
Channel 3 to discuss the feasibility of
doing the recording. The basic deal
was that after expenses, MIM would
get 75% and MSO 25% of proceeds.
The Symphony money (up to $25,000)
was to go toward a badly needed
acoustical shell for MSO concerts,
and verbal commitments were made
by the New York Times Foundation
(Channel 3) and the City for
matching contributions of $25,000
toward the $100,000 cost of a shell.
A budget of $40,000 was projected

for the recording, which was fairly
low for such a project because
Moman and Charlie Rich donated
their services, and Balter and the
MSO agreed to play for minimum
scale. Originally the album was to be
released on American Records, but
that plan was nixed by America‘s
principal investor Gary Belz. How—
ever, Herbie O‘Mell continued to act
as a consulant on the album after his
departure from America Records.
Bill Carpenter, originally a volunteer
coordinator for Memphis In May,
became executive producer when no
one else would guarantee to under—
write the project. "The main thing
I‘ve learned so far is that I should
have had the marketing details
worked out on the front end," reflects
Carpenter. "I believe we‘ll sell the
records, but it would have been easier
to find investors. I guess this is the
best way to get an education in the
record business, though."

The 34—year old Carpenter and his
wife Fran formed Main Events
Productions in 1985. In addition to
the Sunset Symphony record, Main
Events has produced several Mud
Island events, including the party for
the lighting of the Mississippi River
bridge, and has contracts to produce
upcoming events for the Zoo and
Memphis In May. "The most exciting
thing so far has been when the first
thousand records arrived in the
office. I just sat and looked at them
for half an hour."
Carpenter has earned the right to

be proud of the record. Whatever the
critics say and the sales total, he has
produced something that is very
typical of Memphis. It is unique; it
has vision and feel. It captures some—
thing of the indomitable spirit of this
city not only in the event itself, but in
the doggedly determined way it was
produced. May the sun never set on
Sunset Symphony. *
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The Windows Kelly Crews

$ from page 15 from page 12

Recently the Windows opened for

|

KC: As far as I know, none of the

Starship in Martin and it was heard

|

other stations in town are doing

that Starship vocalist Mickey

|

anything quite like this show but if it:

Thomas was impressed by them.

|

will help promote local music I hope

Comments like that fuel their hope

|

they do. Our format is different

that 1987 will be their year and they

|

enough that it wouldn‘t bea conflict.

have been at Ardent recording

|

MS: Has anything like this show been

originals in hopeof attracting a label.

|

attempted here in recent history?

ity € Working with producer/engineer

|

KC: Not since I‘ve been working

ERM — § John Hampton they have about

|

here at 103.

Area‘s ONLY Authorized ||

|

eleven songs already cut. Sometitles

|

MS: What kind of audience response

1’s" 1

|

are "Running Alone," (which has

|

areyou gettingfrom The Eagle‘s Nest?

f a, q l

_|

"hit" written all over it), "Bad News," ‘| KC: We get letters and lots of calls

||

|

"Oh, Rene," "Photograph," and

|

during and right after the show.

Warranty Repair Center || |

|

"Motorcar." People call and say "Gosh, what was
that song you just played?" or "I‘m

"Tapes of these songs have been

|

glad you played that, I haven‘t heard

sent to ten different record

|

it in ages and it reminded me of the

companies, of which six have shown

|

time when . . ." I really like it when

interest," says manager Blackmon.

|

wecan make radio visual in that way,

"The labels with the most interest

|

bring back memories and images,

seem to be Atlantic RCA and

|

evoke people‘s feelings ... |

Warner Brothers. There are already

|

MS: Do you plan to interview any

about 250 radio stations requesting

|

Memphis musicians in the near

material of ours to play on the air,

|

Future? f st

and I hope to add another ten to

|

KC: Probably Jimmy Davis, since he

fifteen states to our tour schedule by

|

Just got signed to a recording

the end of the year." Larry adds, "We

|

contract. There‘s alot out there we

hope to get a record deal in 1987. But

|

haven‘t covered yet.

if we don‘t, we do have enough

|

MS: So many local performers feel

material to release our own LP, but I

|

that they have to leave Memphis to

hope we don‘t have to go that route."

|

make it and they finally get support
f from the city when they are big on a

Because of their constant touring |mational level. Memphis will be the

the Windows have picked up the label

|

last to jump on the bandwagon.

////////\\~; ‘ \\\\\\ "West Tennessee‘s best kept secret." KC: I see that every day. Unless you —

* p But surprisingly David Letterman

|

go out to clubs a lot, it‘s difficult to

Midwest has geardTfif them. 1)an Litter fathom the great amount of music in

A6 s man?

—

"That‘s right," Blackmon

|

this city. Sometimes it has to be

Custom Pecord explains. "I was in New York one day

|

brought to people in the form of radio

  

 

  

eDressing Co., Inc.o taking our tape around and talking to

|

broadcasts because people like to stay

igcord iimpanyteg?011_tlves- IfSfiW at home. There is a thriving club

¥ Mic.... im on the street filming one of his scene here, maybe not what it once
ConvenientMidwest forte show. Haliced to him and wasn as the heyday of the Madison

Location _ told him what I was doing and told House and Solomon Alfred‘s, but

t f him the name of the band. He just several places, Rum Boogie and

x Records 7" & 12" ‘Stomi‘edhthkjls cogpf arfidd%ked}fhe13 Bombay in particular, stage
out of the blue if they had ever hear Memphis acts almost daily.

x Album Jackets of a band called the Windows. They | MS: Memphis is going to be a hotbed

x Cassettes said they had because they were from for musical growth in the next few
t Paducah where we play quite often. years.. Something big is going to

Free Brochure Available ‘| It was pretty funny." happen here. Do you agree with these
Maybe 1987 will be the year the predictions? __

P.O. Box 92 Windows have been waiting for. KC: Yes, I think so. Memphis has

#6 Grandview PK. Dr. They‘ve got the professionalism and always been a hotbed ‘for music.

Arnold, MO 63010 the talent. Plus they‘ve got the fans There‘s a ton of recording studios
zyho will tyaveleo sge thlfr? time ang here doing really good stuff — Sounds
ime again. aybe, before muc Unreel and Ardent, just to name a

o 314/46403013 o longer, everybody will be "looking few. There‘s some great music here

d. o f into the Windows," and they won‘t be that‘s just not getting the attention it

mo Order Too Small "West Tennessee‘s best kept secret" deserves. I hope Memphis will get
any longer. x more recognition in the future. x
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THE MEMPHIS CHAPTER OF

THE NATIONAL ACADEMY

OF

RECORDING ARTS AND SCIENCES

CONGRATULATES —

THE FOLLOWING

GRAMMY NOMINEES

Carl Perkins, Jerry Lee Lewis, Roy Orbison & Johnny Cash

for their LP Class of ‘55, nominated for Best Country

Performance by a Duo or Group with Vocals

Ed DeGarmo and Dana Key for their LP Street Light, nominated

for Best Gospel Performance By A Duo or Group, Choir

or Chorus

Al Green for his LP Going Away, nominated for Best Soul

Gospel Performance, Male

Rockin‘ Sidney for his LP Hot Steppin‘ With Rockin‘ Sidney,

nominated for Best Traditional Folk Recording

Carl Perkins, Jerry Lee Lewis, Roy Orbison and Johnny Cash L0 4
for their LP Interviews From the Class of ‘55 Recording |
Sessions, nominated for Best Spoken Word or Non—Musical — |
Recording é f

 

WATCH THE 29th ANNUAL GRAMMY AWARDSsHow
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24th ON CBS TELEVISION

    

 



 

 



 



 

 

 

 

   

  

   

  

 

Tom Hackenberger

from page 29

Yet, behind all the gags, stunts,

and one—liners there lives an enter—

tainer with a soft heart. This earns

Hackenberger some very loyal fans.

One of those fans is Win James. She

follows Tom to most of his perfor—

mances and believes that he is "the

most talented writer/musician in

Memphis." Hackenberger also ap—

preciates her, saying that Win is

"always an inspiration" to him.

But all Tom‘s fans are important to

him, and he can win his audience over

at a drop of his glittered derby. Tom

admits that he likes to "work the

crowd." An expression or gesture of

_ the people watching him perform can

sometimes let him know how they are

feeling. "I empathize with them. ..I

like people that care. If you reach a

. couple of people in your lifetime, that
is IT."

Hackenberger has the will to

succeed in the music industry. He

has yearly objectives that will bring

him to that success. "You can‘t just

sit around and wait for things to

happen," he says. "Ifyou keep having

   

activity, eventually people will

notice." People are taking notice of

Tom. His most recent radio exposure

came with his single "How Sweet It

Is." He also received recognition for

the rap he wrote for the Memphis

State Pom—Pon girls, "The Pom—Pon
Shuffle."
 

"(I want to be) the

first rock star in space.

Getting to space is easy, —

getting to be the rock star

is the hard part." |

— Tom Hackenberger

 

Many people would assume that it

is the enticement of living in the lime—

light that motivates Hackenberger,

but he is quick to dispel that idea.

"My family is the most important

thing. When they brag on me, I feel

good. My goal is to fulfill their

dream." —Tom‘s two brothers and

"Your Midtown: Pawnbroker‘"

6§0 All Pledges Held For 90Days %@@

sister reside at opposite ends of the
country, and his mother lives in
Germany. Although they are far
apart physically, he and his family
are still very close.
But the man who appears to be

farther out than left field doesn‘t
want much. His desire is to be "the
first rock star in space." "Getting to
space is easy," he says, "getting to be
the rock star is the hard part." Tom
says that being rich and famous is not
really that important to him. "BUT!"

,. he adds, "if I had enough money I
could probably pay my tab at the
Daily Planet." J
Tom explains that "entertainment

is a release for insecurity." He
doesn‘t like to talk about himself or
whathe has done. Playing his piano,
singing his songs, and making people
happy make him much more
comfortable.
He sums his career up very simply:

"I just wanna do something big. BUT
I want it to be GOOD!" Theenthu—
siasgm of the rowdy crowd revelling at
his latest MDA special should let him —
know that, beyond a doubt, Tom
Hackenberger is doing something
bigand it is good! x _—

  
 
Top dollar Loans for your Jewelry, Musical Equipment, Cameras, Tools,‘j
Stereos, Rings, TV‘s, VCR‘s, Guns, and other items of value.
VALENTINES DAY SPECIALS
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rl'eavey Renown Lead — Yamaha (Strat Model) |
Amp Reg. $595 Now $249 w/case Reg. $385 Now $165
Gibson Ripper Bass w/ ; Lead Amp Heads
HS Case Res. $600 Now $275 Values To $350 Now $75
Electric Guitars From $45 Peavey XR600MixerAmp
Gibson L6S Lead Guitar wow! Now $275

Reg. $550 Now $225 i
Fender Bronco ._ Assorted Name Brand

Reg. $325 Now $175 Cassette Recorders $50
Gibson ES 345 TD (4) 12 String Acoustic

— Guitars A Steal At $75 & UpReg. $800 Now $350 *J
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Star Tracks
from page 4

RUMORS:
The Black Gold Awards are

scheduled for February 19 at the

Orpheum. As of press time, the nom—

inees and performing attendants

have not been announced. Dick Clark

Productions is to syndicate the show

again this year. Tickets are prob—

ably going to be available the week of

the show.
Likewise hazy is the indie single re—

leased by FINGERPRINT. What‘s

the scoop guys?
I hear from STEVE INGLE

(Creed, Detail, etc.) that he‘ll be part

of a group featuring Joanna Jacobs,
an MCA Horizon artist. "It‘s defi—

nitely rock and roll. There‘s no other

category," Steve replied when asked

about the Nashville singer. "The only

person I can compare her voice to is

Janis Joplin."
The group is scheduled to open for

Jason and the Scorchers and the

Fabulous Thunderbirds in the

Midwest very soon. Ingle and Eddy

Shavers (from Waco, TX) are

handling the guitarists slot with an

unnamed (unknown?) rhythm

section.
THINK AS INCAS is scheduled

for a showcase in Nashville on

February 24. I‘m not sure where, but

good luck to Davis and the rest.

Rumors are the rule this month.

Who are the Bar—Kays? The Bel—

Airs? Donnie and the Rock? Is Dave

Edmunds producing a Top 40 band

at Ardent? Or is it 3 Alarm?

Will Led Zeppelin reform with

Robert Plant, Jimmy Page, John

Paul Jones and Jason "Little John"

Bonham? Glory Daze.

Also heard: JIMI JAMISON is

background vocals on LOOK UP‘s

LP (on CBS Associated). Look Up is a

Mylon LeFevre project.

We hear that Bill Glore is selling

American Studio, Chips Moman‘s

original Memphis base of operations.

Most recently the studio has been

open to the public for nostalgia tours.

PLAYING AROUND TOWN:

DOTZ, the Musitron winners, are

performing at a benefit on

Valentine‘s Day (February 14th for

you unromantic slobs). —Proceeds

benefit the American Heart Assoc—

iation. Call the Omni—New Daisy for

details.

 

 

and Wain Bradley.

Also on the 14th, Denise LaSalle,

Willie Clayton and Little Milton

appear at the Club Paradise. The

Kilkenny Cats are set to tune in at the

Antenna. Check the Concert

Calendar for additional new listings.

If you‘re a classic, check into Bombay

for dates on Firefall and Delbert

McClinton.

The sell—out musical "Mama I

Want To Sing," is returning to the

Orpheum Feb. 3 — 8. Don‘t miss the

beauty of this dark horse master—

piece.

CONGRATULATIONS:

Drum roll, please ... Memphis Star

Managing Editor HAL QUICK

knows a good thing. MELINDA

GRIFFIN is headed toward

marriage with this prince among

men (I‘m 2 days past deadline),

really. Hal, you‘re beautiful and

better yet, so is Melinda, as is daugh—

ter LISA (see Memphis Star,

December 1986). If you don‘t get an

invite, Hal says you can still send

presents. Pssst. It‘s in early April.

Steve Ingle and Gloria Gipson are

signing a marriage type contract this

month . . . (Personal from AC — Best

of Everything.)

GOOD LUCK TO:
The new Memphis—Shelby County

Film, Tape and Music Commission

officers: Chairman BLANCHARD

TUAL, Vice Chairman CATO

WALKER, III, Secretary BILLY H.

THOMAS, and Treasurer DR.

RICHARD RANTA. —Tual was

appointed to the commission in April,

cont. page 53

   

Albert "Born Under A Bad Sign" King

will be playing regularly along with

Jason D. Williams at the new

Peabody Alley.
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FASHION BREAK

gt Valentines

Lace & Ruffles

  

Stone washed jeans ($38 retail)by Pepe and a $130 Freebo studdedjean jacket bring the West to fashionfrontiers. The white shirt has bibstyle embroidery. Retails at $34from American Icon designs. Avail—able at Madison Avenue, Ltd.z   

 

Cover Girl Julienne Johnson pro—jects sensual innocence in a whitecotton knit by Cynthia Rowley. Thedrop—waisted, casual dress isavailable at Magazine for $116. Thepetticoat peeking out is an antique,circa 1800‘s, borrowed fromDecadence Manor Vintage Clothes.It‘s been sent to a museum butsimilar styles are available for $60.

 

  Cover Look: Keep your eyes on this spring‘s hottest "little black dress."Featured here and on our cover, the black velvet, lace—up corset with attached| 3 tier taffeta skirt is by Betsey Johnson and retails for $120. Lace Hose by Fashion Photographer: Morgan Murrell
w ”l Hot Sox for $18. Rhinestone and silver earrings by Banana Bob. To keep up fashion cogrtzygfoguaiflhix";

| 1 l with your lady try these — black textured jeans and a light weight flannel shirt Models: Cindi Cochran, Julienne Johnson,
||| || by Jesse Jeans at $56, topped with a cotton/rayon jacket by French Connection Chuck Jones and Lisa Jones.
||| at $65. Add a bolo tie by Michael Morrison and HIT THE TOWN! Models f cna ber gash

|
a be i * Magazine, and Decadence Manor.

are Cindi Cochran and Chuck Jones. Clothes available at Madison Thanks to The French Quarter Inn for
Avenue, Ltd. location access.
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100% Cotton strikes again in this

Betsey Johnson sweater. The lace

edged flower print on black goes

with lace leggings, here, but at

$78 you can put it over anything for

those chilly spring days. Modeled

by Lisa Jones. Available at Madison

Avenue, Ltd.

%

 

This one—of—a—kind lace jacket was

designed by Memphian Gloria

Parks. Red and black antique fabric
over white lace netting evokes a

romantic era. The original is avail—

able at Magazine for $200.

 

  

      

AUNIQUE

AWA K\
0

BOUTIQUE FOR WOMEN AND MEN
N 6 2075 Madison

yIy* (901) 276—2216

£91“; f Mon.—Thurs. 10—6;
Fri. & Sat. 10—7

New Spring Fashions Arriving Daily!

 
  

  

DRESS

 

Memphis Star T—Shirts

IGHT r“) T—Shirt 565—0—7gggm322120: |

(1) T—Shirt & 1 year subscription $12.5 |
o XL ot o M ote:
C blue O red C black |

I

I

 

 

 

NAME

ADDRESS =

CITY ST ZIP =

MAIL TO: l

Memphis Star, 643 S. Highland, Memphis, TN 38111

PLEASE ALLOW 24 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY
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Somebody‘s Dreams

   

| Tin Star

Somebody‘s Dreams

(Wrestler Records)

 

 
by Luann Willams

— If I hadn‘t known what was
playing, I might have thought this

||| record was a collaboration by Linda

||| _ Ronstadt, Jimmy Buffett and John

\ Cougar Mellencamp, with Hank

Williams keeping watch from above.

||| _ There‘s alot to be said for the

||| resurgence of traditional country

|||.music as is evident in the popularity

_of its torchbearers Dwight Yoakam,

Steve Earle and Randy Travis. Tin

Star ranks up there with the best of

them and this ten—song debut album
gives you a taste of what is brewing in
the Los Angeles country music scene.
Kerry Hansen (lead vocals and

rhythm guitar) and Geoffrey Lewis
(drums) formed Tin Star just two
short years ago with Shelly O‘Neill

||| (lead vocals), Jeff Roberts (bass) and
||| —a recent addition of Bob Gothar on

|| lead guitar. Their song "Happy
Hour" was included on the excellent
Enignma Records country

compilationA Town South OfBakers—
field in 1985.

Somebody‘s Dreams takes over

where "Happy Hour"left off, mixing

country and rock influences with

strong vocals and damn fine playing.

It is O‘Neill who steals the show;

however, with a voice that was born

and bred to sing country.

The standouts of the nine originals

are the title cut, a pretty duet

between O‘Neill and Hansen and
"Sorry Doesn‘t Work Anymore" with

P £ (O RP D ~ R £VP JE W $

a version of Hank Williams‘ "Hey,
Good Lookin‘ " thrown in for good
measure.

If you‘re partial to Dwight Yoakam
and Lone Justice when they were

country, give Tin Star a listen.
(Wrestler Records, 6520 Selma Ave.,
#443, Los Angeles, CA 90058.) x

AND THE

SOME PEOPLE

Kristi Rose & the

Midnight Walkers

Some People

. (Rounder Records)

 

by Rob Bowman

Being marketed as proponents of
"torch ‘n‘ roll," Kristi Rose and the
Midnight Walkers on their debut LP,
Some People, attempt to be all things
to all people. The ensemble is domi—
nated by lead singer and songwriter
Kristi Rose and lead guitarist, co—

songwriter and producer Chris

Christos (think there‘s any coinci—
dence in those names?)

As songwriter, players and singers
Rose and Christos wear their

disparate tastes on their sleeves. The

guitar work on the opening title cut

echoes the Sex Pistols‘ buzzsaw
approach on "Holidays In The Sun"

while on "Seven Lonely Days"
Christos parodies Scotty Moore‘s
work on Elvis‘ Sun sides. Rose is a

chameleon and an actress. She

exudes mannerism in the extreme
whether sporting Dylanesque exag—
gerations on "Let‘s Make History
(Last Night We Didn‘t Just Make
Love)," aping Patti Smith‘s overdra—
matized approach to covers on "Love
Hurts," reminding one of a very early

 

cool, calm Janis Joplin on "All I

Believe" or exhibiting stone country

twang and yodel on most everything.

Perhaps the band‘s best moments

are on all out country/rock‘n‘roll

burners such as "Man Among Men"

and "Glory Hallelujah." These are

carved from the same motherlode

mined by Jason and the Scorchers yet

by being able to work in so many

areas, Rose and the Midnight

Walkers avoid the tendency to

parody and monotony that the

Scorchers often degenerate to. Some

People is a strong debut from a

Tennessee lady with a gung ho New

York City cand. (Rounder Records, 1

Camp St. Cambridge, MA 02140.) x

 

Janice McClain

Janice McClain

(MCA Records)

 

by Tim Sewell
 

At the age of 22, Janice McClain
has already made a big name for
herself on the East Coast nightclub
circuit. Mid—South music fans might
remember her 1980 hit, "Smack Dab

in the Middle," a song that soared to

Number 3 on the national Dance

Charts that year. (

A graduate of the prestigious
Philadelphia High School of the
Performing Arts, McClain has a
singing ability that far exceeds her
22 years. She has an expansive five
octave voice and a formidable talent
that will someday propel her into
super—stardom. Her self—titled debut
album showeases a superb voice that
has the rich vocal quality of Melba
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Moore mingled with the teasing tone

of Vanity 6.

This album takes off with the

powerfully enticing "Passion and

Pain." Janice‘s sensuous voice mixes

well with the laidback yet heavy beat

of this song.

She gets to exercise her vocal

gymnastics in "When Love Calls," an

upbeat song that captures Janice at

her best.

"Second Chance on Love" has a

surprising gospel quality to it that

contrasts sharply with the erotically

inviting sound of "Let‘s Spend the

Night," and the nasty, cutting tone of

"It‘s Gonna Come Back to You."

This is an excellent and exciting

debut album that allows Janice

McClain to prove her talents as a

diversified artist. Keep an eye on this

lady because someday she will be a

superstar in every sense of the

word. *

   
PRODUCTIONS

24 TRACK RECORDING

 
315 Beale Street U.S.A. 525—5500

 

 

  

 

 

 

Restless Heart

Wheels

(RCA Records)

 

by Sandy McKenna 

The engines of Restless Heart‘s

Wheels are fine—tuned and humming.

This group proves that five guys can

put it all together in the studio and

come away with all their parts
working in harmony. (And they don‘t
need any body work, either.)
Even though they have had six hits

on the country charts, their sound is
much like the rock and roll of the
Eagles era, a group they are often
compared to. One single from this
LP, "That Rock Won‘t Roll," hit #1 in

1986. "I‘ll Still Be Loving You," is
currently climbing the charts.

cont. page 36

   

       

    

    

        

   

 

 

FREE SAMPLES * *

from STRINGS & THINGS

Memphis‘ Sampling Headquarters

Now In Stock!

"T

  

 

ROLAND S—10

$1495°°

AKAI X—7000

 

 
 
 

 

     

 

$1695°°

ROLAND S—50 _

$2995

AKAL $—900

$2995

Holds 32 Samples At Once

Built—In Synthesizer KORG DSS-‘éz49500

2 Digital Delays
   

  STRINGS 1492 Union 621 S. Mendenhall

PARISH 27s—0s500 767—2500
(his

* * FREE SAMPLES With Any Sampler Purchase
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LP Reviews

from page 35

Ballad or upbeat, the crystal

harmony and sparkling instrumen—

tality of this their second album

makes every selection chart

material. Yet, each tune is decidedly

—— different. The title track is definite—

ly rock with a great guitar solo by

Greg Jennings that dins with heavy

‘tin, which is just a bit easier than

heavy metal. Larry Stewart‘s vocal

ability can tell a story alone. In "New

York (Hold Her Tight)" his voice

cries with the desperation of a man
who has lost his true love to the city

that never sleeps.
But throughout the album there is

in their
performance as there is in the lyrics

themselves. Other group members,
Paul Gregg (bass), David Innis (key—
boards), John Dittrich (drums) and
Jennings provide all background

_ vocals and instrumentals.
One selection, "We Owned This

Town," could be Restless Heart‘s

‘comment about Nashville if the hits
\ ___ keep finding the checkered flag.

These boys are definitely on a roll

| the straightaway to stardom.

 

 

Georgia Satellites

Georgia Satellites

(Elektra/Asylum)

self—titled debut album by Atlanta‘s

Georgia Satellites. Be prepared: this

ain‘t no weenie intellectual band
trying to feed your brains. All these
guys want are your feet moving and

your fourteen—year—old sister.

Side one may initially mislead you

into mistaking Dan Baird, Mauro

Magellan, Rick Price and Rick

Richards for a frustrated metal

band. "Railroad Steel," probably the

only train song ever recorded you can

dance to, and "Battleship Chains,"

rely heavily on clanking imagery and

the entire side quivers from the on—

slaught of Price and Baird‘s

ferocious, buzzsaw guitars. This side

of Georgia Satellites specializes in

real, live barn—burning Southern

rock. One can easily see the influence

of ZZ Top and Lynyrd Skynyrd, as

well as the raw guts of the early

Rolling Stones and Aerosmith. I‘m

not going to say one word about
"Keep Your Hands To Yourself." If

you don‘t know by now, check the
recordcharts.

Side one presents the hard—driving,

fun—loving face of Georgia Satellites.

Side two unfortunately presents a
word from the sponsors. I don‘t mind
them slowing down but let‘s keep

sight of our objective while paying

homage to Dylan and R.E.M. Even

their cover of the Faces‘ classic

"Every Picture Tells A Story" was

right innovative and believable until

that one line: ". . . the women I‘ve

known I wouldn‘t let tie my shoe. . ."

The defiant honesty of the rest of the

album just wasn‘t there.

All in all, Georgia Satellites is quite

a respectable debut album. The band

has some terrific musicians and a

clever idea of what‘s amusing. I hope,

however, that on their second album

they‘ll stick to what they do best —

rowdy, spirited Southern rock — and

leave the soul—searching to Mr. Stipe.
*

Vee Jay Reissues

(Suite Beat Records)

 

   

 

Emily Dunbar by Robert Bowman  

‘ake two twanging, driving

guitars, a seemingly tireless

drummer, some songs about girls

who won‘t and some songs about girls

who might, and top it off with a lead

vocalist whose accent practically

crams a confederate flag down your

throat. The fruit of this jumble is the

Page 36

"7
  

The Vee Jay label was one of the

most important blues/r&b/gospel/

jazz labels of the 50‘s and 60‘s. Based

in Chicago and run by Vivian Carter

and her husband Jimmy Bracken,

prior to the advent of Motown it was

the advent of Motown it was the most

successful black owned record label

MEMPHIS STAR

in the United States. Starting out

with a doo wop hit by the Spaniels,

"Goodnight Sweetheart It‘s Time To

Go," from 1954 to 1966 Carter and

Bracken signed up fellow doo

woppers the El Doradoes, Fla—

mingoes, Moonglows, Impressions

and the Dells; bluesmen John Lee

Hooker, Jimmy Reed and Memphis

Slim; jazz artists Wynton Kelly,

Eddie Harris, Paul Chambers, Lee

Morgan and Wayne Shorter; gospel

groups such as the Staple Singers

and the Soul Stirrers; plus solo stars

including Dee Clark, Betty Everett

and Little Richard. In addition, in

it‘s latter years the label made forays

into white pop with the Four Seasons,

the Beatles and Frank Ifield.

For the past several years VJ

packages have appeared in a variety

of guises in England and Japan with

the best reissuingjob being a series of

compilations assembled by Charly

Records in England. This past fall,

though, an American company, Suite

Beat Music, is finally making VJ

material available again at

domestic prices. They have chosen to

reissue original albums "as is" (or "as

was") with original artwork, track

order, etc.

So far they have reissued

approximately sixty titles concen—

trating not unexpectedly on the

biggest names, releasing five albums

each by John Lee Hooker and Jerry

Butler and six by Jimmy Reed. The

nice surprises include a surfeit ofjazz

titles partially consisting of three

Shorter, two Morgan, four Kelly, two

Eric Dolphy and two Chambers LP‘s.

Single albums include original

releases by all the doo wop groups

cited above, plus Brownie McGhee

and Sonny Terry set Coffee House

Blues, Memphis born Frank Sinatra

imitator Sam Fletcher‘s Sings LP,

Gene Chandler‘s Duke ofEarl set and

Memphis Slim‘s Live At The Gate of

Horn.

All of this is a boon for the collector.

My only complaint is the lack of

gospel reissues. So far there is one

Sam Cooke and the Soul Stirrers

collection, Gospel In My Soul. Where

are the Staples, Maceo Woods, Swan

Silvertones, Highway QC‘s and Five

Blind Boys material? If you can‘t

find these prizes of American

Culture in your local record store

write to Suite Beat Music Group,

3355 W. El Segundo Blvd.,

Hawthorne, CA 90250. x
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Commander Cody

Let‘s Rock

(Blind Pig Records)

 

by A. J. Pantuso 

I like to Rock and Roll. It‘s fun, it

doesn‘t require a lot of mental effort,

and it‘s legal. Commander Cody‘s

new release is all of the above.

No one‘s ever accused Cody of

breaking new artistic ground, but if

you‘re looking for a good—time party

record, you could do a lot worse than

this. While the performances of the

band are not particularly inspired,

they have their moments, especially

Bill Kirchen‘s guitar work on the title

cut and Bobby Black‘s pedal steel on

"Midnight on the Strand." The

Commander‘s piano work, as always,

is very tasteful. My only real

complaint with Let‘s Rock is the

lackluster quality of the vocals. This

is music to listen to while drinking

Red, White and Blues at a small,

badly—ventilated place on the side of

Highway 61, and that calls for a little

more grit to the vocals. Drinkin‘

music should not be blase‘.

The real strength of this album is

the quality of the songs. "Do You

Mind" is a good rock shuffle that

benefits from tight horn charts. "The

Truck Stop At The End Of The

World" is a very funny post,

apocalyptic trucker‘s tune. My

favorite line — "Don‘t worry ‘bout the

scales, boys, they‘re reading in

Megatons." Cody covers all varieties

of roadhouse music, including a hip

Chicago talking blues, "Your Cash

Ain‘t Nothin‘ But Trash," and the

straightforward country of "One

More Ride." And to top it off, Cody

includes a wonderful cover of that

staple of the Dr. Demento Show,

"Transfusion."

Good—time rock and blues seem to

be making a comeback these days

(witness the Georgia Satellites and

Jason and the Scorchers). If this pro—

spect excites you, you might want to

give this, one a listen. (Blind Pig

Records, 1304 W. Schubert, Chicago,
IL 60614). x
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White Animals

Live

(Dread Beat Records) ‘

 

by Luann Williams 

Whenever a White Animal show is

announced here, a sell—out crowd is

usually guaranteed. The college fun

seekers troop to the club in droves as

if being called to some religious rite.

They call it the spirit of dread, maybe

some sort of hypnotic effect that their

music induces.

The White Animals Live is an

attempt to capture that spirit on

vinyl. The thirteen songs were

recorded on a sweaty summer night

in Hilton Head, South Carolina and

include some favorite originals, as

well as "Don‘t Throw Your Love

Away" and Van Morrison‘s "Brown

Eyed Girl."

It also features a couple of tunes

from last year‘s self—titled LP Busta

Jones produced and recorded in

Memphis, plus some cuts from

earlier Dread Beat releases. Five are

from their most popular album to

date, Ecstasy.

These Nashville boys have won a

great local and regional following

and this LP is another reason why.

Great comic cover art, too. *

cont. page 49

 

THE DEBUT EP FROM

BRADY g

HOLLYE

 

 

BORDERLINE

on Obvious Moon Records

Now Available

At Your Favorite

Record Store

for Booking Information

(901) 372—6687

P.O. Box 34386

Memphis, TN 38134
 
 

 

  

No Matter What Keyboard

You Got For Christmas

Bring It In And We‘ll Teach

You How To Use It

also

Ask About Trading In

Your Current Keyboard

Call

Rick Steff

At
  

  ATAMROmust“

2918 Poplar
Memphis, TN 38111

323—8888
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Rebel Radio: The Full

|| Story of British Pirate

Radio

|| By John Hind & Stephen Mosco

(Pluto Press)

 

by Robert Bowman
 

Here in Memphis we all regularly

complain about the dire state of FM

and AM radio. In fact, this problem

is a continent—wide malaise. Fortu—

nately, though, a number of univer—

sity stations and a much smaller

number of community radio stations

such as our own beloved WEVL FM

90 provide a modicum of alternative
programming.

Ironically, considering the amount

of music to emanate from the isle, the

situation in England has always been

much worse. Until the advent of

pirate radio ships broadcasting off

the coast in the 1960‘s, the only form

of radio available to the English was

via the government controlled BBC.

At the most one would hear 2 hours of

pop music a day. In response to these

pirates, in 1967 Radio One was

established, the first "legal" twenty—

four hour a day "pop" station the

United Kingdom had ever seen.

In the 1980‘s a similar phenomenon

has happened with land based radio

piracy primarily centered around

special interest communities not

being served by any "legal" radio

station. Examples include black

radio formats, Greek and other

ethnic stations, gay programming,

extreme right or

programming, etc. —

Hind and Mosco have thoroughly

researched the situation interview—

ing many prime participants. In

Rebel Radio they outline a history of

the problem, profile a number of the

more significant stations, look at

responses and action from the

government, the musicians‘ union,

etc. and finally give an interesting

account of how these stations hide

their transmitters, set up sixty foot

aerials daily, face constant harass—

ment and busts and continue

nonetheless. The level of human re—

sourcefulness never ceases to amaze.

The final analysis is sound: the

pirates would not continue to exist

under such extreme circumstances if

they were not providing a valuable,

wanted and needed service.

The book has few problems. It is

well written, informative and it tries

to portray all sides of the issue. It‘s a

set of circumstances that I was

largely unaware of prior to reading

Rebel Radio. I found it fascinating. It

can be ordered from Pluto Press, The

Works, 105A Torriano Ave., London

NW5 2RX England. x

left —political

No Direction Home:

The Life & Music of

Bob Dylan

By Robert Shelton

(Beech Tree/William Morrow &

Co.) $17.95

 

by Robert Bowman
 

No Direction Home is a problem—

atic work. For its first 250—300 pages

it is without a doubt the finest

material of a biographical nature

ever written about Bob Dylan. This

section in the book covers the first

period of Dylan‘s career through

1966. For those mercurial five years

Shelton had a great deal of access to

his subject. Living in New York City

and writing for the New York Times

Shelton interviewed Dylan and wrote

the first major review on the young

folk singer in September 1961. For

the next few years he had a level of

access to Mr. D. unparalleled.

Shelton also had access to Dylan‘s

 

 

contemporaries. Due to his early

glowing review and Dylan‘s approval

of the book in 1966, Shelton was able

to gain valuable material from

Dylan‘s family and Minnesota friend

and associates. Being on the scene

constantly in this period also gave the

author an intimate perspective on a

rapidly developing talent. Nobody

will probably ever write a better

work on those first few years.

The book was actually started in

1966. Due to reasons perhaps only

Shelton knows it took twenty years

and eleven editors for No Direction

Home to reach fruition. These last

twenty years are covered in the

book‘s final 200 pages. With the first

five years taking most of the first 300

pages obviously this leads to a large

imbalance. Much is glossed over or

given a cursory mention. Most is

simply pulled from other authors‘

reviews and interviews. The early

albums are discussed in minute

detail song by song while later

albums are covered in a paragraph.

Relying exclusively on other
sources also leads to a number of
mistakes. The material on the Byrds
on pages 308—9 is embarrassing.
Even the early period has its
omissions and mistakes. Shelton dis—
cusses all of Dylan‘s early TV appear—
ances but somehow misses a half hour
performance on The Quest show in
Toronto in early 1964. He also
valuably cites the roots for most early
Dylan covers but he misses those for
"Corrina Corrina" and "Honey, Just
Allow Me One More Chance."

cont. page 52
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Murray the K & His

Golden Gasser Show

Stars

Volume One & Two

(KFM Video Productions)

 

by Robert Bowman 

Labelled on the box as "recorded

live on stage from (the) Brooklyn Fox

Theatre" this eighty minute black

and white video appears rather to

have been shot in a studio for either

television specials or theatre release.

All the performances are lip—

synched, many with individually

designed backdrops, and one neither

sees nor hears the audience. The per—

formances are very similar to the

"live at the Apollo" video clips

occasionally shown on BET or Night

Flight.

The eighty minutes are divided

into two shows presented by New

York City DJ Murray the K. One

hears Murray‘s fabled howls at the

beginning of each show and that‘s it.

The video then proceeds sans MC. No

information is given but I would

estimate the year as possibly 1961 or

1962 as Fats Domino is performing

"Let The Four Winds Blow" which

charted in August 1961. Each act is

introduced by stills often including a

picture of the label of the single of the

song the artist is about to sing.

The material is vintage but for my

tastes much of it harkens from the

dark ages of corporate teen idol rock

and roll; i.e. Paul Anka, Frankie

Avalon, Bobby Rydell, Bobby Helms
and, to a lesser degree, Bobby

Darren. Still, there are many high—

lights. Fats Domino appears in both

shows and is riveting, performing a

total of five songs replete with a

stellar New Orleans ensemble. This

is perhaps the best Domino footage

extant. Johnny Otis‘ abandoned per—

formance of "Willie and the Hand

Jive" is also strong as is Jackie

Wilson‘s "You Better Know It."

Lavern Baker and Frankie Lymon

(without the Teenagers) turn in

performances leaning heavily

cont. page 52
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An American Tail

Universal Pictures

 

by Skip Howard 

In the past, Steven Spielberg has
made us terrified of sharks, given us
hope about what‘s out there beyond
the stars, made us love an extra—
terrestrial and dramatized the
struggles of a black woman.
This time he has taken the story of

Russian pogroms —against Jews
during the latter part of the 19th
century and given it a twist —— the
Jews are mice, and the Russians are
cats, and the story is animated.

Papa, Mama, Tanya and Fievel
Mousekewitz leave their beloved
Mother Russia to escape persecution
by Russian cats. It is 1885, and their
destination is America, where "the
streets are paved with cheese" and

"there are no cats." Unfortunately,
during the trip to America, seven—
year—old Fievel becomes separated
from his family during a particular—
ly violent storm at sea, and he must
search for them in a strange new land
where the only friends he has are
Henri, a French pigeon overseeing
the construction of the Statue of
Liberty, and Tony Toponi, a teenaged
Italian mouse Fievel meets in a
sweatshop.
The perils suffered by our

ancestors in coming to the New
World, their reasons for coming, the
indignities they suffered once they

arrived, and the goals they

accomplished are all paralleled in

this animated film, which is remini—
scent of some of the Disney animated

classics of the ‘30s, ‘40s, and ‘50s.
Animator Don Bluth, who was the

driving force behind The Secret of

NIMH, produced and directed this
newest animated feature. He and his
team of animators utilized many of
the now—discarded animation
techiniques, including multiple
camera shots, multiple passes
through the camera and special
effects, that give An American Taila
rich, lush film.

Did the production company risk
trivializing the plight of immigrant
Russian Jews by tranferring their

story to a family of animated mice? I
think not. The animation is, of

course, a vehicle to reach young
people, though An American Tail is

MEMPHIS STAR

 

not, strictly speaking, a child‘s film.
The film appeals to everyone,
because the themes of love,
separation, alienation and triumph
are universal themes everybody can
relate to. $
The voices behind the characters

are an important part of the film,
since it is the voices that give the

characters life. $A

The movie‘s theme song,
"Somewhere Out There," is a sweet,
sentimental song of courage that is
first delivered by Fievel and Tanya
during the movie and by Linda _

Ronstadt and James Ingram at the

end. "cyl |
Sure, the movie is mushy, but it‘s

about mushy things, like a parent‘s
love and a child‘s innocence. *

Little Shop of Horrors ___

The Geffen Company

 

by Skip Howard 

Little Shop of Horrors (the no“; ;
movie musical) was inspired by Little
Shop of Horrors (the Off—Broadway
stage musical that‘s been packing —
them in since 1982), which itself was
inspired by The Little Shop of _
Horrors (the 1960 movie non— ‘
musical). Confused?
The first incarnation of Little Shop

was a B—triple—minus film produced
and directed by horror maven Roger
Corman. Its only claim to fame was
the brief appearance of a then—
unknown 23—year—old actor named
Jack Nicholson, who offered a
memorable performance as a dental
patient that received some sort of
perverse sexual pleasure from
visiting his dentist. The movie
attracted a large enough audience
over the years for Danny Peary to
include it in Cult Movies.
The movie is out now and is pretty

much faithful to the original stage
production. It takes a story about a
people—eating plant attempting to
invade planet Earth and turns it into
an upbeat, offbeat, sprightly musical
horror—comedy. Like the stage
version, the movie utilizes a musical
score and images that evoke the early
1960s.

cont. page 52
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Guitar Works

EXPERT REPAIRS — HAND—MADE GUITARS
WE STOCK CUSTOM PARTS, NECKS AND BODIES FROM

ALLPARTS — SAGA — WARMOTH

    

 

 

NEWBpartotint Pick—ugh" STOCK 72554793
and Electronics

for Guitars and Basses 1153 Union at 1—240 Open
Mon—Fri 11—5/Sat 12—4
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Mr. Star Buck

Says,

"Save A Buck On A

Memphis Star

Subscription"

 

 

   

 ®}
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1 Sunday

Rico‘s Yada (N) — Cru«‘ Shoe

50‘s Night (V) — Alfred‘s East

Good Question (P) — Midway Cafe

Linda Brustamante (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

"Top Girls" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

"Auntie Mame"(F) — Playhouse on the Square

Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Willie Moffatt‘s

Smokehouse Band (C) — P & H Cafe

Settlers (C) — Midway Cafe

"Grease" (F) — Jewish Comm. Center Theatre

"The Real Thing" (F) — Theatre Memphis

Heartfixers (N) — Huey‘s

Midtown Jazzmobile (T) — Huey‘s

Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Riverside Grille

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Steve Moore (P) — Hi Roller II***

Ron Reed & Tom Wilson (V) — Circle Cafe***

2 Monday

Duren & Lott (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s

P.J. Turner (V) — Wang‘s Mandarin House

Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Willie Moffatt‘s

Kelly Johnson (P) — Court Square Cafe

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Cut Outs (V) — Circle Cafe***

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Driver (P) — Stage Stop***

Brady & Hollye (V) — Bombay Bicycle Club***

Steve Moore (P) — Hi Roller I1***

Steve Reed (U) — Circle Cafe***

The Willys (P) — Scrupples

3 Tuesday

Marvells (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Good Question (P) — Cruel Shoe

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Norma Jean Watts (T) — Wang‘s Mandarin House

Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Willie Moffatt‘s

 

Check Out This See Lonely St! Duo (V) — Levee Lounge
And Many Other "The Real Thing" (F) — Theatre Memphis

Valuable Coupon Savings Star Bucks Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

on Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
lace

Page 55 Driver (P) — Stage Stop***

f Cafe Racers (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Sam Williams (V) — Hi Roller I1***
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4 Wednesday

Marvells (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Band

P.J. Turner (V) — Wang‘s Mandarin House

Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Willie Moffatt‘s

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

Yodelin‘ Bud (C) — Lafayette‘s Corner

"The Real Thing" (F) — Theatre Memphis

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (P) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis& Band (C) — Country
Palace

Driver (P) — Stage Stop***

Video Night (N) — Antenna

The Willys (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller II***

John Kilzer (N) — Circle Cafe***

3984 Winchester

Mon.—Thurs. 2 p.m.—3 a.m.

Fri. & Sat. 4 p.m.—3 a.m.

FEBRUARY ROCKS!

WED THURS

Winchester

FRI SAT 
4 BOOGIE
REVIVAL BAND

° WINDFALL 6 FLAMINGO SMILE 7
_ RB & THE GANG 

1 BOOGIE
REVIVAL BAND

" sammy D
13 WINDFALL 14

RB & THE GANG 
8 BOOGIE
REVIVAL BAND

19 FLAMINGO
SMILE

SAMMY D and the ZONE —21
RB & THE GANG 

° BOOGIE 26 FLAMINGO SMILE 28WINDFALL

    
5 Thursday

Marvells (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Alfred‘s East

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum

REVIVAL BAND RB & THE GANG

4:30 — 6:30 HAPPY HOUR — EVERY DAY 4:30 — 6:30

___ 6:30 — Midnight Specials

 

 

Boogie Cafe Mon — $1.00 Margaritas wED — Beer Bust — No Limit

Mojo Bufor? & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum TUES — $1.00 Tequila Sunrise THURS — $2.00 Highballs
Boogie Cafe

New Music Festival (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)
Norma Jean Watts (T) — Wang‘s Mandarin House
"Auntie Mame" (F) — Playhouse on the Square
Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Willie Moffatt‘s
Lonely Street Duo (V) — Levee Lounge
"The Real Thing" (F) — Theatre Memphis
New Music Festival (U) — Harris Aud. (MSU) _
Sal Crocker & Friends (T) — Lafayette‘s
T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave
Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place
Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (P) —Dad‘s Plac
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis& Band (C) — Country

Palace
Driver (P) — Stage Stop***
Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun (T) — Bombay
Steve Reid (P) — Hi Roller II***
Keith Sykes (P) — Shelby Place Restaurant

 

RECORDING FORTHE

RICH & FAMOUSAND

THE POOR&HUNGRY

No matter what your recording budget, Cotton
Row Recording can meet your needs. Our main studio
is 24 track and equipped with a Trident Series 80 con—
sole and an Otari MTR 90 tape machine. Add to that
Memphis‘ hottest engineers and producers, and
you‘ve got the best sound in town.

Upstairs is a cozy little studio called The Attic. In
The Attic we offer 8, 12 or 16 track recording at
very affordable rates. It‘s a great place to be creative
without goingtoo far into the pocket.
So if you‘re somewhere between Rich & Famous

and Poor & Hungry, call Cotton Row Recording at
901—276—8518. Or call The Attic at 901—276—8525.

6 Friday
Marvells (V) — Capt. Bilbo‘s
Good Question (P) — Breeze‘s
Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum

Boogie Cafe
New Music Festival (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)
P.J. Turner (V) — Wang‘s Mandarin House
"Top Girls" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

cont. next page
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Proudly Offers

Fully Serviced Used

INSTRUMENTS

FOR SALE

such as

Peavey XR—800 Board

Mint Condition $675

Peavey M—3000 PowerAmp |

Excellent Condition $275

 
  

 

Let Your

Fans & Friends

Be Your

Walking Billboard

 

AIRBRUSH & SILKSCREEN

 

Custom Screen Printing

Designed & Printed

For Musicians

\ By Musicians

Call or

Visit Us Today

373—4113 872—4900

Raleigh Springs 7889

Mall Hwy. 51 N. _
      

 

 

CcOmncert calendar

 

from previous page

"Auntie Mame" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"The Children‘s House" (F) — Rhodes College

Tony Sloan & Chuck Jones (V) — Sessions***

Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Willie Moffatt‘s

Touchtones (V) — Court Square Cafe

Lonely Street Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

"The Real Thing" (F) — Theatre Memphis

Kaya & the Weldors (N) — Lafayette‘s

TT Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (P) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace f f

Bluegrass Night (C) — Harvester Lane

Driver (P) — Stage Stop***

Little Saints (N) — Antenna

Special Guest (U) — Bombay

Special Guests (U) — Hi Roller II***

Keith Sykes (P) — Shelby Place Restaurant

7 Saturday

Marvells (V) — Capt. Bilbos

Good Question (P) — Breeze‘s

New Music Festival (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

"Top Girls" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

"Auntie Mame" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"The Children‘s House" (F) — Rhodes College

Tony Sloan & Chuck Jones (V) — Sessions***

Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Willie Moffatt‘s

Touchtones (V) — Court Square Cafe

Lonely Street Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

"The Real Thing" (F) — Theatre Memphis

"The Children‘s Hour" (F) — Rhodes College

New Music Festival (U) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

Kaya & the Weldors (N) — Lafayette‘s

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (P) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane

Driver (P) — Stage Stop***

Think As Incas“ (N) — Antenna

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Bombay

Special Guests (U) — Hi Roller II***

Sammy D. & the Zone (V) — Circle Cafe***

Keith Sykes (P) — Shelby Place Restaurant

8 Sunday

Rico‘s Yada (N) — Cruel Shoe

50‘s Night (V) — Alfred‘s East

Good Question (P) — Midway

Elsa Verdehr (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

"Top Girls" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

"Auntie Mame" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

Roscoe‘s Surprise Orchestra (V) — MSU

"The Children‘s Hour" (F) — Rhodes College

__ Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Willie Moffatt‘s

Settlers (C) — Midway

"The Real Thing" (F) — Theatre Memphis

"A Jewish Celebration" (F) — Memphis Jewish

Community Center

Elsa Ludewig Verdehr (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

Fever (P) — Huey‘s :

Midtown Jazz Mobile (T) — Huey‘s

Becky Turner (T) — Lafayette‘s

Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Riverside Grille

Anzio Complex (N) — Antenna

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay

Young American Composers (F) — Harris Aud.
(MSU)

Steve Moore (P) — High Roller II***

Ron Reed & Tom Wilson (V) — Circle Cafe***

Keith Sykes.(P) — Shelby Place Restaurant

©Memphis Symphony Orchestra (F) — St. Luke‘s

United Methodist Church

9 Monday

Duran & Lott (P) — Capt. Bilbo‘s

P.J. Turner (V) — Wang‘s Mandarin House

Tony Sloan & Chuck Jones (V) — Cruel Shoe

Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Willie Moffatt‘s

Kelly Johnson (P) — Court Square Cafe

"The Real Thing" (F) — Theatre Memphis

Cut Outs (P) — Circle Cafe***

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (P) — Dad‘s Place

Why On Earth (P) — Stage Stop***

Brady & Hollye (V) — Bombay***

Steve Moore (P) — High Roller II***

Steve Reed (V) — Circle Cafe***

Keith Sykes (P) — Shelby Place Restaurant

The Willys (P) — Scrupples

10 Tuesday

Marvells (V) — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Good Question (P) — Cruel Shoe

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe .

Joan Gilbert (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

Norma Jean Watts (T) — Wang‘s Mandarin House

Faculty Piano Recital (F) — Rhodes College

Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Willie Moffatt‘s
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Lonely Street Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (P) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Why On Earth (P) — Stage Stop***

The Willys (P) — Bombay

Sam Williams (P) — High Roller II*** |

Keith Sykes (P) — Shelby Place Restaurant

The Willys (P) — Scrupples

Marvells (V) — Capt. Bilbo‘s

11 Wednesday

Marvells (V) — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Good Question (P) — Bombay

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

P.J. Turner (V) — Wang‘s Mandarin House

"Blue Gardenia” (F) — Playhouse on the Square

Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Willie Moffatt‘s

Lonely Street Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

Yodelin‘ Bud (C) — Lafayette‘s

"The Real Thing" (F) — Theatre Memphis

TT. [Bums (P) — Miller‘s Cave

‘Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (P) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Why On Earth (P) — Stage Stop***

Video Night (U) — Antenna

Good Question (P) — Bombay

Mike Crews (P) — High Roller II***

John Kilzer (N) — Circle Cafe***

Keith Sykes (P) — Shelby Place Restaurant

The Willys (P) — Scrupples

12 Thursday

Marvells (V) — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Alfred‘s East

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Mojo Buford & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Faculty Jazz Quintet (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

Norma Jean Watts (T) — Wang‘s Mandarin House

"Auntie Mame" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"The Children‘s Hour" (F) — Rhodes College

Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Willie Moffatt‘s

Lonely Street Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

"The Real Thing" (F) — Theatre Memphis

"Everybody Loves Opal" (F) — Shelby State
Community College

Sal Crocker & Friends (T) — Lafayette‘s

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

cont. next page  
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_ Memphis Star

Music Industry

Support, Guide

Call for details on the Special Advertising
Program designed for all Businesses and Individuals
‘that work Behind TheScenes of Memphis Music.     

     

         

  

  

  
Individuals working in Sound, Lighting,

Promotion, Booking, Publishing, Production,
Photography, Graphic Arts and other areas qualify
for $1599 rates. Call now to bea Part Of The Guide!

(901) 452—7827 ® Memphis Star‘» (901) 452—7827
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Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (P) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis& Band (C) — Country
Palace

Why On Earth (P) — Stage Stop***

Fever (P) — Bombay

Steve Reid (P) — High Roller II***

Keith Sykes (P) — Shelby Place Restaurant

13 Friday

Marvels (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Good Question (P) — Breeze‘s (Hyatt Regency)

Tangents (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe

P.J. Turner (V) — Wang‘s Mandarin House

"Top Girls" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

"Auntie Mame" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"The Children‘s House" (F) — Rhodes College

Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Willie Moffatt‘s

Richard Orange (N) — Court Square Cafe

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

"The Real Thing" (F) — Theatre Memphis

"Man With a Load of Mischief" (F) —
Comm. Theatre

Kaya & the Weldors (N) — Lafayette‘s

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Bluegrass Night (C) — Harvester Lane

Why On Earth (P) — Stage Stop***

Bluebeats (N) — Antenna

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Foreplay (P) — Hi Roller II***

Windfall (V) — Circle Cafe***

The Willys (P) — Scrupples

Joyce Cobb and Hot Fun (T) — Water Hole (Jack—
son, TN)

G‘town

14 Saturday

Marvells (V) — Captain Bilbo‘s

Good Question (P) — Breeze‘s (Hyatt Regency)

Tangents (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe

 

Vienna Boys Choir (F) — Orpheum Theatre

"Top Girls" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

"Auntie Mame" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"The Children‘s Hour" (F) — Rhodes College

‘Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Willie Moffatt‘s

Richard Orange (N) — Court Square Cafe

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Levee Lounge

Dotz (P) — Omni—Daisy

"The Real Thing" (F) — Theatre Memphis

"Everybody Loves Opal" (F) — Shelby St. Comm.
College

"Man With a Load of Mischief" (F) —
Community Theatre

Kaya & the Weldors (N) — Lafayette‘s

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

G‘town

Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane

Why On Earth (P) — Stage Stop***

Kilkenny Cats/Coolies (N) — Antenna

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Foreplay (P) — Hi Roller II***

Little Milton/Willie Clayton/Denise Lasalle (T) —
Club Paradise

Windfall (V) — Circle Cafe***

Sammy D. & the Zone (V) — Circle Cafe***

The Willys (P) — Scrupples

 
  

"DONT DRIVE DRUNK"

VETERANS CAB CO.

Mmeenmo s nosesname

 

 

  

795—TAXI
(8294)
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__———MakKaylorBand(N) —WillieMoffatt‘s

  

 

15 Sunday
Rico‘s Yada (N) — Cruel Shoe

50‘s Night (V) — Alfred‘s East

Good Question (P) — Midway Cafe

Tony Barron & Orchestra (T) — Peabody Hotel

"Top Girls" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

__"AuntieMame"(F)— Playhouse ontheSquare ———

"The Children‘s Hour" (F) — Rhodes College

Faculty Flute Recital (F) — Rhodes College
 

Settlers (C) — MidwayCafe _______

_"The Real Thmg (F) — Theatre Memphis

Midtown Jazz Mobile (T) — Huey‘s

Becky Turner (T) — lafayette‘s

Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Riverside Grille

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Steve Moore (P) — Hi Roller II***

Ron Reed & Tom Wilson (V) — Circle Cafe***

The Willys (P) — Scrupples

16 Monday

Duren & Lott (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s

P.J. Turner (V) — Wang‘s Mandarin House

Rhodes College Chamber Ensemble (F) —
Rhodes College

Kelly Johnson (P) — Court Square Cafe

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co.(C) — Dad‘s Place

Hollywood (P) — Stage Stop***

Delbert McClinton (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Steve Moore (P) — Hi Roller II***

Windfall (V) — Circle Cafe***

Cut Outs (P) — Midway Cafe***

The Willys (P) — Scrupples

17 Tuesday

Good Question (P) — Cruel Shoe

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
_. Boogie Cafe

Norma Jean Watts (T)— Wang‘s Mandarin House

Orlando String Quartet (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Hollywood (P) — Stage Stop***

Hoodoo Gurus (N) — Antenna

The Willys (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Sam Williams (V) — Hi Roller II***

Windfall (V) — Circle Cafe***

18 Wednesday

Good Question (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

cont. next page

2128 Madison (at Cooper)

fi/z Price Beer

Cn Ladies’ Night

+Dollar Nights

   
      

 

   

 

    

 

  

 

LATE NIGHT MUSIC
Weekdays 10—2 Weekends 11—4 /

every TUES: Sam Williams
every WED: Mike Crews

 

 

   __ 13/14
~FOREPLAY—

 

— 25¢ Draft $"waned“Guests
ForInfo

BYOB 27/28
ode EVEN STEVEN.

 

 

 

The Band To Hear

 

Trey Bruce ® Lee Miller ® Danny Dickerson

Chuck Jones ® Jeff Adams ® Jerry Dean
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AUDIOPHILE STEREO

FOR THE FINEST HOME

‘AUDIO REPRODUCTION

2125 CENTRAL AVENUE

272—1275
   

     

Emulator II+

Eight—voice Polyphonic Sampling Keyboard

   

 

  
IN STOCK!

Come play one today.

Call us for all your Pro—

fessional Midi Key—

board needs.

 

        

   

   

  
PROFESSIONAL

CONCERT SERVICES —

120 Park St.

Tupelo, MS 38801

(601) 842—0300

 

  

    

  

  

_.___________

i —— —Business ——

””” Machines
3196 Winchester

795—2519
Typewriter specialists and
suppliers to business where

performance counts

   

 

    
  
   

    

concert calendar

 

from previous page
Faculty Chamber Ensemble (F) — Harris Aud.
(MSU)

P.J. Turner (V) — Wang‘s Mandarin House
Yodelin‘ Bud (C) — Lafayette‘s Corner
T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave
Special Edition (P) — Dad‘s Place
Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place
Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country

Palace
Hollywood (P) — Stage Stop***
Lonely St. Duo (V) — Mid—Town Saloon
Video Night (N) — Antenna
Good Question (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club
Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller II***
Windfall (V) — Circle Cafe**
John Kilzer (N) — Circle Cafe***

19 Thursday
Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Alfred‘s East

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Mojo Buford & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — RumBoogie Cafe
‘Norl'na Jean Watts (T) — Wang‘s Mandarin House

Tony Sloan & Chuck Jones (V) — Sessions

"The Collection/Real Inspector Hound" (F) —
Theatre Memphis

"Man With a Load of Mischief" (F) — G‘town.
Community Theatre

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Sal Crocker & Friends (T) — Lafayette‘s

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (P) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Hollywood (P) — Stage Stop***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Mid—Town Saloon

Other Bright Colors (N) — Antenna

Fever (V) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Steve Reid (P) — Hi Roller II***

Windfall (V) — Circle Cafe***

20._ ——— Friday

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe Tranny. e

P.J. Turner (V) — Wang‘s Mandarin House

_ ThinkAs Incas(N) — CourtSquare Cafe "ad

"A Phoenix Too Frequent" (F) — CBS Theatre

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

"The Collection/Real Inspector Hound" (F) —
Theatre Memphis

"Man With a Load of Mischief" (F) — G‘town.
Community Theatre

Kaya & the Weldors (N) — Lafayette‘s

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (P) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Bluegrass Night (C) — Harvester Lane

Hollywood (P) — Stage Stop***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Mid—Town Saloon

Boilers (N) — Antenna

The Willys (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Special Guests (U) — Hi Roller I1I***

21 Saturday

Good Question (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

David Windham (N) — Court Square Cafe

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

"The Collection/Real Inspector Hound" (F) —
Theatre Memphis

"A Phoenix Too Frequent" (F) — CBS Theatre

"Man With a Load of Mischief" (F) — G‘town.
Community Theatre

Eric Night/Pops Concert (F) — Memphis St. Univ.

"The Seasons" (F) —Evergreen Presby. Church

Kaya & the Weldors (N) — Lafayette‘s

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane

Hollywood (P) — Stage Stop***

Lonely St. Duo (V) — Mid—Town Saloon

Fleshtones (N) — Antenna

Good Question (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Special Guests (U) — Hi Roller II***

Sammy D. & the Zone (V) — Circle Cafe***

Rico‘s Yada (N) — Cruel Shoe

50‘s Night (V) — Alfred‘s East

Good Question (P) — Midway Cafe

Sunday

Settlers (C) — Midway Cafe _ ___

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

"A Phoenix TQquuef‘Fn (F) — CBS Theatre

"ManWith a Load of Mischief" (F) — G‘town.
Community Theatre

Midtown Jazz Mobile (T) — Huey‘s

Becky Turner (T) — Lafayette‘s Corner

Jazz Countdown Reinstated (T) — Belmont Grill

Tom Hackenberger (V) — Riverside Grille
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Descendants (N) — Antenna

Bluebeats (N) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Steve Moore (P) — High Roller II***

Ron Reed & Tom Wilson (V) — Circle Cafe***

23 — Monday

Duren & Lott (P) — Captain Bilbo‘s

P.J. Turner (V) — Wang‘s Mandarin House

Tony Sloan & Chuck Jones (P) — Cruel Shoe

Kelly Johnson (P) — Court Square Cafe

James Gholsan (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

Cut Outs (P) — Circle Cafe***

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Shear Threat (P) — Stage Stop***

Brady & Hollye (V) — Bombay***

Steve Moore (P) — High Roller II***

Steve Reed (U) — Circle Cafe***

The Willys (P) — Scrupples

24 Tuesday

Good Question (P) — Cruel Shoe

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

University Wind Ensemble (F) — Harris Aud.
(MSU)

Norma Jean Watts (T) — Wang‘s Mandarin House

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Shear Threat (P) — Stage Stop***

The Big Chill (V) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Sam Williams (V) — Hi Roller I1***

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Mon — Wed — Sat — Sun

(25>; — See Concert Calendar —

Happy Hour

Hours: Sun 12 pm — 1 am 4 Ia 7 Daily
Mon—Thurs 11 am — 1 am

Fri—Sat 11 am — 3 am

680 Brookhaven Circle » 767— 5708

  

CETACEA SOUND, INC.

2850 LAMB PLACE, SUITE #5
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38118

901—363—3856

STATE OF THE ART P.A. RENTALS

"FROM CLUB TO COLISEUM"

FEATURING:

Soundcraft

Osc.

CARVER _ [lexicon

N Ext»)

QTurbosound $ sENNHEISER®

 

  MEMPHIS‘ ONLY "REAL" SOUND COMPANY
FOR INFO + BOOKINGS CALL (901) 363—3856______
 

25 Wednesday
—————DonMcMinn &theRuntBoogieBand(T) — Rum

Boogie Cafe

~—~~~~~P.J.Turner(V) —Wang‘sMandarinHouse __

Yodelin‘ Bud (C) — Lafayette‘s Corner

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place p

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Shear Threat (P) — Stage Stop***

Video Night (N) — Antenna

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Mike Crews (P) — Hi Roller I1***

John Kilzer (N) — Circle Cafe***

cont. next page  

   

 

 

CONGRATULATIONS! ——

Jimmy Davis, John Scott, Chuck

Reynolds, & Tommy Burroughs

  

 

From Jon, Don, Jack, & Evan

at Sounds Unre_el Studio

Looking forward to making great music together!

 

  

1902 Nelson ® Memphis, TN 38114 ® 901—276—8468
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LIVE ROCK—N—ROLL

every night! 9 — 2

Local and Touring Acts

"Elvis Lip Sinc Tribute"

and Free Food Buffet

Every Thursday At 6:00 p.m.

Largest Big Screen TV

In Memphis

NO COVER Mon. — Thurs.

MON: All drinks $2

TUES: $1 Margaritas 8 — Close

WED: $2 L.1I. Teas 8 — Close

Rock Card Nite —Holders get % off

THURS: Ladies %% price Night

and FREE BEER till 12

FRI & SAT: Hourly

Drink Specials

382—1576

2951 Cela Lane
(152 Blocks East of Austin Peay
off Stage Rd. next to Skateland)

  

 

 

 

 

 
moment with him.

    
  

"Paul Presley" was among those celebrating

January 28, at Bad Bob‘s Vapors. An appreciative fan shared a tender

 

he King‘s birth y.

 
photos by Mike Malone
 

  

 

OMoTION VIDE

R BOOKING

 

  
   

 
 

from previous page

26 Thursday

Jimmy Davis & Nexus (P) — Alfred‘s East

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe *

Mojo Buford & the Rum Boogie Band (T) — Rum
Boogie Cafe

Nelita True (F) — Harris Aud. (MSU)

Norma Jean Watts (T) — Wang‘s Mandarin House

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Settler/Humane Society Benefit (C) — Scrupples

"West Side Story (F) — Memphis St. Univ.

"Harvey" (F) — Mphs. Jewish Comm. Center
Theatre

"Man With a Load of Mischief" (F) — G‘town.
Community Theatre

Sal Crocker & Friends (T) — Lafayette‘s Corner

27 Friday

"Harvey" (F) — Jewish Community Center Theatre

"Hamlet" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"Man With a Load of Mischief" (F) — G‘town.
Community Theatre

Concert & Varsity Bands (F) — Harris Aud.

Kava & the Weldors (N) — Lafayette‘s Corner

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (P) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (P) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Bluegrass Night (C) Harvester Lane

Shear Threat (P) — Stage Stop***

Webb Wilder & the Beatnecks (N) — Antenna

Special Guests (U) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Even Steven (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Steven‘s (Clarksdale, MS)

Shilo (C) — Water Hole (Jackson, TN)

Sr. Terry Starr/Rev. Ted McNabb& Beginnings.
(F) — St. John‘s United Methodist Church

28 Saturday

Good Question (P)— Cruel Shoe

Rhythm Hounds (T) — Rum Boogie Cafe

"Quilters" (F) — Circuit Playhouse

Tony Sloan & Chuck Jones (P) — Sessions

Dice Control (N) — Court Square Cafe

"West Side Story" (F) — MSU

"Harvey" (F) — Jewish Community Center Theatre

"Hamlet" (F) — Playhouse on the Square

"The Collection/Real Inspector Hound" (F) —

Theatre Memphis

"Man With a Load of Mischief" (F) — G‘town.

Community Theatre

Kaya & the Weldors (N) — Lafayette‘s Corner

T.T. Burns (P) — Miller‘s Cave

Special Edition (V) — Dad‘s Place

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. (C) — Dad‘s Place

Susan Hudson/Ned Davis & Band (C) — Country
Palace

Country Music Night (C) — Harvester Lane

Shear Threat (P) — Stage Stop***

Swimming Pool Q‘s (N) — Antenna

Hurricane (P) — Bombay Bicycle Club

Even Steven (P) — Hi Roller II***

Mak Kaylor Band (N) — Steven‘s (Clarksdale, MS)

Sammy D. & the Zone (V) — Circle Cafe***
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LP Reviews

from page 37
 

 

Tommy Keene

Run Now

(Geffen)

 

by Luann Williams

Considering this guy is obviously

such an Alex Chilton fanatic, one

would think Tommy Keene would be

a big thing ‘round these parts. Well,

he did play Nashville not long ago.

This EP is a follow—up to last year‘s

critically acclaimed LP Songs From

The Film, Keene‘s major label debut.

Run Now is a great buy for the Keene

initiate because it features some of
his older Dolphin Records material

as well as a smash—up version of Lou

Reed‘s "Kill Your Sons" recorded live

at The World in New York last year.
Be sure and catch the concert if MTV

chooses to air it again.
To give you some points of

reference, Keene has been produced
by T—Bone Burnett, Don Dixon and

Bob Clearmountain and has been

called Washington, D.C.‘s version of
Marshall Crenshaw. All compari—
sons aside, Keene is a great pop song—

writer. Run now and find out for

yourself. x

 

Memphis Rockabilly

Band

Betty Jean

(Blind Pig)

 

by Susan Hesson 

The Memphis Rockabilly Band is

an east—coast group that specializes

in the real thing: rockabilly. Betty

Jean is the band‘s first U.S. release

cont. page 50
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Is Still Alive &@ Kicking

Same Great People ® Same Great Prices

In Stock!

YAMAHA DRUMS

1219 Stateline Rd.

Southaven, MS 38671
(Gay Mart Shopping Center, Just East of 1—55)

342—1608
HOURS: Mon — Fri 10 — 6; Sat 10 — 5; Closed Sun
 

  

   

    

Memphis

Star

T—Shirts

(2) T—Shirts $12.99(1) T—Shirt $6.59

(1) T—Shirt & 1 year subscription $12.5

 

   
Kinley Wolfe and Jim Rusidoff came

 

 

 

Memphis Star, 643 S. Highland, Memphis, TN 38111
o
o
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I

with Dollas’ 3—D Band and left as i C) blue O red © black

Memphis Stars!

Claim Your Fame! | ==
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I
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y PUBLISHER‘S CORNER

What are "mechanicals"? In the record business, mechanicals are payments
to publishers from record companies based on sales of such mechanical things
as record, tapes and discs. Publishers then share these mechanical royalty
payments with writers according to contractual agreements. Mechanical
royalty rates are set by the U.S. Copyright Royalty Tribunal, and are currently
5 cents per song per copy for music up to 6 minutes long. Longer songs are
paid at .9 cent per minute. Any time you commercially record a copyrighted
song, you must have a written license and be willing to pay the copyright
holder (publisher).To get a mechanical license, contact the individual publisher
or the Harry Fox Agency, 110 E. 59th St., New York, NY 10022.

Ivory Palaces Music 3141 Spottswood Ave. Memphis, TN 38111 901/323—3509
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16 Track Recording Studio

Quality Studio Time
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LP Reviews

from page 49

 

after 3 previous European ventures
and promises to be a favorite among
original rockabilly revivalists.

Guitarist Jeff Spencer wrote all 11
tunes on the album and appears to
have been greatly influenced by that
stuff Mr. Phillips was recording not
too far from here way back when.
His songs are highlighted by lively
lead and rhythm guitar, ferocious
sax lines (thank you Bill Coover and
Tony Kisch), and a realio, trulio
upright bass (courtesy of Jon Ross
and that most fabulous of Thunder—
birds, Preston Hubbard). Too bad I
listen to these things in the middle
of the night; a dance partner
would‘ve come in handy.

Spencer, Coover, Terry Bingham
and Jeff Lowe probably aren‘t going
to set the world on fire as the hottest
new thing in music with Betty Jean.
These are the same honky—tonk
themes and rhythms our mothers‘
mothers warned them about thirty
years ago. But isn‘t it nice to see
someone hasn‘t forgotten where it all
began? Betty Jean is probably not for
everyone, but for a bunch of damn—
yankees, it‘s not bad at all. (Flying
Fish Records, 1304 W. Schubert,
Chicago, IL 60614.) x

Kraftwerk

Electric Cafe

(Warner Bros.)

 

by A.J. Pantuso
 

You can blame it all on Kraftwerk.

These are the guys who invented

Techno—pop. —Without Kraftwerk,
there would have been no Soft Cell.

 

And the world today might be a

better place.

Be that as it may, Florian

Schneider and the gang are back,

with all the same elements they used

to such success(?) in the past: herky—

jerky. rhythms, sparse production,

disaffected vocals about nothing in

particular, and lots of electronic

Bings, Boings, and Zaps. Unfortun—

ately, what sounded fresh in the mid—

Seventies now sounds tired and

uninspired. f

You do have to give Kraftwerk

credit for having been ahead of their

time and creating something which

was completely different. But now

they‘re stuck in neutral. The only

way in which I could distinguish

Electric Cafe from Trans—Europe

Express was that the new recording

is much cleaner. The entire album

re—hashes old ground. The only part

which was not re—treaded from their

earlier work was their use of vocal

samples, which are used much more

effectively and originally in your

favorite Minute Maid Soda

commercial. And to top it all off, I

didn‘t like the sound of their drum

machine. And in Techno—pop, the
drum machine is all.

Electric Cafe is a wholly

unremarkable album in which one

song is indistinguishable from the

next. Definitely not the album of
choice. x

Giles Reaves

Wunjo

(MCA Master Series)

 

by A. J. Pantuso
 

We are now beginning to see the

_ real application of computer
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GILES REAVES | Wunio

 

   

technology to serious composition.

All this new equipment opens up

vistas never before available to the:

individual composer. The electronic

composer has become a sculptor of

music, working with the actual sub—

stance of sounds as well as the

traditional elements of rhythm,

harmony, ete. __

The first generation of composers

utilizing portable synthesis gear,

such as Wendy Carlos, Tomita, and

Tangerine Dream, worked to create

new directions for this new music.

One would think that in an area with

as many possibilities as electronic

composition, it «wouldn‘t be too

difficult to avoid sounding de—

rivative, but that‘s not necessarily the

case.

All of which is a rather lengthy

preamble to Wungo, the first release

of Giles Reaves, a 25—yr—old Nashville

composer. While this work is

pleasant and eminently enjoyable, it

is accompanied by a distinct sense of

deja—vu. Throughout the album, I

kept getting the feeling of almost

recognizing what I was hearing.

Wait, wasn‘t that Tomita? Or did

that come from Tangerine Dream‘s

Phaedra? One section sounded

remarkably like the ending of Pat

Metheny‘s "As Falls Wichita . .."

Reaves does use the technology

very well; one senses that he is

directing the machinery to fit the

music rather than allowing the

hardware to dictate the form. But I

also believe that he was striving for

an objective which was not quite

clear in his mind. Wunjo is an

admirable first release, and I hope

that the experience as well as the

maturity gained in this project will

be well used in his next. *   

BROADCAST

Your Love on

 

 

 

 

 

FO

SPECIAL TWO HOUR

VALENTINES DAY

LOVECAST!

 

 

Send A Special Message To Your Lover

OVER THE A1RWAVES!

Saturday, Feb. 14th From 3 to 5 P.M.

   

Deadline: Thursday, Feb. 12th

 CALL 278—3845 Message:

FOR MORE INFO.

$5 UP TO 14 WORDS

$10 UP TO 30 WORDS

 
 
 
 

 
 Address: ________________ Home Phone:

City State Zip. ,
Bus. Phone |

WEVL FM 90, P.O. Box 40952

Mphs., Tn. 38174
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BOOK ReViews from page 38

Shelton would have been soundly

advised to simply have wrapped the

work up after Dylan‘s motorcycle

accident in 1966. He might have

called it Portrait of the Artist As A

Young Man. Then I would have had

to describe the book as brilliant. For

this portion alone, though, I

thoroughly recommend it. I couldn‘t

put it down. x

The Record Label

Guide

Compiled by Joe Lindsay

(Biodisc) $14.95

_ by Robert Bowman

The Record Label Guide is

primarily a reference book for record

record dealers and

libraries. Lindsay, who owns a used

record store in Phoenix, has compiled

a guide to the LP label variations for

over 250 U.S. record labels. Many,

such as Shout, Tollie, Philles and

Constellation have only one entry

while longer lasting companies have

several entries each. For example

Columbia has twelve, Stax has four

— and Hi has three.

~The labels are arranged

alphabetically by company name.

For each entry Lindsay lists chrono—

logically each significant change in

label design and layout. He then

_ gives approximate dates and, where

possible, catalogue numbers for each

label variation. Finally, each entry‘s

annotation mentions a number of

points of interest such as whether a

particular label was used for DJ

copies; minor variations usually in

copyright or address copy; mono/

stereo variations, etc. For virtually

every variation a black and white

reproduction of the label is included

while the annotations mention the

actual colors of the label. The reader

naturally longs for color repro—

ductions but I am sure that this

would have put the price way out of

reach of most prospective buyers.

The volume also includes an article

on quadrophonic records, a method

for dating records pressed at one

particular plant in California as well

as introductory information on what

is in the book and how to use it. Well

done, thorough and lots of fun. The

Record Label Guide can be ordered

from Biodisc, P.O. Box 8221, Scotts—

dale, AZ 85251—8221. x

 

 

 

Video Review

from page 39

towards MOR tastes (another

indication of the later date) but both

include some animated dancing, in

Baker‘s case with a partner acting

out the lyrics. Ironically, one of the

savoriest moments is an ad for the

newest in TV technology from

Crosley TV positioned between

shows.

The two shows come in one package

for $25.95 plus $3 postage from

Vintage Country Videos, 240 Tilton

Rd., S.E., Dalton, GA 30720. x
 

Movie Reviews l
from page 39

The Faustian story of a man who
sells his soul to the devil could not be
retold in a more unusual, original
manner than in Little Shop. Seymour
Krelborn (Rick Moranis) is
delightful as a schlemiel of epic pro—
portions who toils his life away in
Mushnik‘s Flower Shop on Skid Row
in a large American city (probably
New York). His fellow employee,
Audrey (Ellen Greene), is the object
of his desire, but she is currently
dating Dr. Orin Scrivello (Steve
Martin), a sadist masquerading as a
dentist, whose brutality also extends
to his off—hours encounters with
Audrey. The flower shop owner, Mr.
Mushnik (Vincent Gardenia), is a
frustrated old man trying to cope
with the craziness of the world
around him. —
Seymour desperately wants to

improve his station in life — and win
Audrey‘s affection — but nothing is
assured until "a strange and unusual
plant" comes into his life. Re—
sembling a Venus—flytrap, he
christens it Audrey II, and things
begin to change: the shop becomes
proposterous and Seymour becomes
famous. However, there‘s a small
price. When Seymour responds to
the plant‘s demand, "Feed me,
Seymour, feed me all night long," he
discovers it has unusual culinary
tastes, preferring Homo sapiens to
Hyponex. Ofcourse, things are going
so well, Seymour goes along with the
plant for a while. Then things get out
of hand, and Seymour has a sudden
attack of conscience, especially after
the plant tries to make a midnight
snack of Audrey.

The ensemble cast is superb and is
supplanted by cameos from
Christopher Guest, James Belushi,
John Candy and Bill Murray (as the
dental patient originally portrayed
by Jack Nicholson). Also good are

Tichina Arnold, Tisha Campbell and
Michelle Weeks as Crystal, Chiffon
and Ronette (get it?), a three—woman
Greek chorus.
Surprisingly enough, Rick

Moranis can sing, and he can now add
vocalist to his long list of talents that
he has aptly demonstrated ever since
he cropped up on SCTV. His
Seymour is so nerdy that you can‘t
help but like him. Ellen Greene is
marvelous as Audrey, a dizzy blonde
(she reminded me of everybody from
Marilyn Monroe to Judy Holliday),
who has a kittenish charm and a voice
that could peel paint. Steve Martin is
his usual funny self, and he takes the
small part he has been given — the
dentist — and graces it with all the
hilarity audiences have come to
expect from him.
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We first meet Audrey II when it
was a small bloom in a Maxwell
House Coffee can. It steals scenes as
it grows (off a diet of blood, naturally)
into a one—ton green menace. When
Audrey (voice by Levi Stubbs) sings
"Mean Green Mother from Outer
Space," it‘s hard to keep a straight
face.

Little Shop shines because of the
attention to detail of director Frank
Oz, one of Jim Henson‘s Muppet
masters. The book and lyrics by
Howard Ashman, and the music by
Alan Menken, are fairly faithful to
the original production, though some
new numbers have been added.
Go see this movie. Take your wife,

your mother, your girlfriend. Take
your African violet if you want to.
Just keep it away from the blood! *
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Star Tracks

from page 31

1985. He is a practising lawyer with

emphasis on entertainment. He also

serves as Lisa Marie Presley‘s

guardian ad litem.

Walker‘s expertise comes from

experience as a musician, promoter,

and artist manager. Thomas has

been involved in radio including sta—

tion management. Dr. Ranta is the

Dean of Communications and Fine

Arts at MSU.

The FTM Commission has

openings to be filled by appointment

from the mayors‘ offices. Two on the

county side and 1 opening for the city.

Interested parties should send a

resume to the Mayor‘s office.

Also good luck to the city‘s newest

club, Peabody Alley. The Tennessee

Exhibit Hall in the Peabody Hotel

has been converted to a music hall

featuring JASON D. WILLIAMS

and bluesman ALBERT KING. King

is noted for his mastery of the left—

handed electric guitar. His Stax

recording days produced the blues

classic Born Under A Bad Sign.

BAND NEWS: (Who‘s Playing With

Who):

Hugh Foote exited Even Steven to

join Cafe Racers. The trophy—toting

band turns up for serious local clubs

but cashes in on the college tour

circuit. Spread that Memphis

musicianship.

SUZANNE JEROME—TAYLOR

and Drama played to a standing

room only Cruel Shoe in mid—

January. The current Drama

features Pat Taylor on guitar and

vocals backed by Rusty McFarland

and Sam Shoup and Chip Thomas.

INSIDE OUT is off to a serious start.

The group places their emphasis on

original music. Wain Bradley

(Secrets), Mike Lowrimore and

Barry Kemp (Billy and the Blasters),

Glen Huey and David Wiggins make

up one of Star Stage, Inc.‘s newest

acts.

A rock club owner and staunch

Memphis fan reports a hot new local

group called Face Value featuring

Danny Childress.

And the Big Chill does it one more

time ...a new member. Steve Foster

replaces Maria Spence on keyboards.

Are you dizzy yet? x  

ROADHOUSE

MUSIC STUDIOS

MASTER QUALITY 8 TRACK RECORDING

AT THE LOWEST RATES ANYWHERE

 

   

      

      

  

    
        

      

    

     

The greatest discovery

you‘ll ever make...is the

potential of your own mind!

 

the sitva method

901—3654234

 

  

Millions of people throughout the world
havealready made this discovery and
learned how to become: @More success—
ful in business @Healthier ®@Happier in
relationships @More effective in all ways

Learn how to

awaken the genius within

and how to use your right—brain hemis—
phere more effectively, creatively and
intuitively — from the leaders in the
field of mind development since 1944.

ATTEND A FREE LECTURE

February 12th & 13th

Thursday Friday

2 until 4 p.m. 2 until 4 p.m.

7 until 9 p.m. 7 until 9 p.m.

Airport Hilton — 2240 Democrat Road
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Drop By Our Office

643 S. Highland

and get

your FREE

Memphis Star

Bumper Sticker
   

  

  

 

MEMPHIS STAR Classifieds are inexpensive and effective. To place a classified ad stop
by our office or send your ad to the MEMPHIS STAR, 643 S. Highland, Memphis, TN
38111. Cost is only 25¢ per word. Each word in bold face is 50¢. $4 minimum. Check or
money order must accompany your ad and we must receive it by the 16th of the month.

 

THE MEMPHIS STAR is seeking entry level
writers in all fields of music. Must be co—
herent and responsible. Nominal com—
pensation but many other rewards. Inter—
ested? Call Susan Hesson at 452—7827

— M—F, 9—5. ih

 

The Memphis Star has an opening for a
career oriented professional advertising
representative. Call 452—7827 for appoint—
ment. !H

 

ROCK BANDS — International gigs available.
All transportation provided plus rooms.
Nightclubs and small halls in England,
Japan, Australia, Guam. Need full promo
and references past two months. Rising Star
Productions. P.O. Drawer 723608, Atlanta,
GA 30339. (404) 422—9000. 4/11/86

 

FREELANCE MODELS WANTED: —New
Advertising/Production Group now
screening Freelance Models for Commercial
and Fashion/Cosmetic print work.
Applicants selected for interview/testing will
be notified by telephone, others by mail.
Submit Composite, relivant information and.
previous Agency affiliation (if any) to:
H.. Associates, Box 245, Memphis, TN
38101. 112786
___

MUSICIAN WANTED: Composer/Musician
seeking a Singer/Musician to form Con—
temporary Christian Band. Must be willing
to experiment and make commitment. Call
Paul at 366—7343. 1/1/87

————______
Keyboard Player

—

needed for Country/Western Top 40. 872—2386 or 873—4162. 1187

 

raiment

i
e
u
n

Need music for a party? Call Disc Jockey
Productions. 601—563—3934.
rates and a variety of music.

Affordable

 

Photography: —Band and artist promos,
model

.

portfolios and creative freelance
(album) photography. The lowest rates in
town. Let us expose your group as the best.
Call Kelly Craig at 353—0346 or 278—4927.
1/10/86

P.A. Equipment for rent. Entire system, 12
channel board. Cords, mics, stands & vocal
delay. Call Ricky at (901) 761—1258. 1/1086

SONGWRITERS & MUSICIANS. Call for
information on how to get studio time. $10,
$15, $25 rates available. Complete songs
(including musicians) starting at $125. You
provide vocals. Call Galaxy Studio at
274—2726. 1/10/86 f

 

 

Experienced female rock singer looking to
join or form hard rock band with goals to do
originals. Commitment required. Call Lucy
at 763—2735. vae?

Experienced female drummer seeking band.
Hard rock, heavy metal (anything from
Journey to Ozzy) No Drug_ Trips! Good
attitude. Call Sharon Brock — 393—5048.
1/2/87

 

Wanted: Roland GR—77 Synthesizer/bass
_rig. Jim Pinkston at (901)

 

What did Jesus say about homosexuality?
Send $1.00 for information pamphlet
"Getting It Straight" to America First, 6554
Winchester Road, Suite #245, Memphis, TN
38115 Free gift with order.

Music Industry Company invites investors to
participate in attractive projects. Call or
write: Music Shack, Inc., 1255 Lynnfield,
Suite 221, Memphis, TN 38119, (901) 761—
3685. 1 1/87

 

Keyboard — Korg Symphonic with strings.
Excellent condition. $649."°. Call (901)
683—6943. 2787.

 

Roland DDR—30 Electronic Drums. Consists
of: Rack, Brain, Stands, Cymbal, everything
for today‘s drummer. Cost $2000.®. Sell for
$1250.°. Call Miller TV and Music store.
1—601—534—3148. v/2787.

 

Yamaha Headless Bass w/c. $450.00.
Phoenix Electra electric guitar $150.00. Call —
Lyonel at (901) 794—1146. 1/2787.

 

Effects: Boss Chorus CE3, $50.00; Boss
Delay DM—3, $75.00; Ratt Distortion $40.00.
Call Lyonel (901) 794—1146.1/287

 

For Sale: Classic 1965 Volvo 1225. Good
physical condition, needs some mechanical
restoration. Good gas mileage. Call Susan at
(901) 452—7827 or 726—6722.

 

StudioMaster 16 ch. mixer, JBL Horns, 8 ch.
lighting dimmer, power amps, drum riser.
(901) 728—4975. Kurt Angel!. 1/1286

 

Band Trailers by Eagle & Parkhurst. World‘s
finest. Call Bob Tucker 362—9000. 124/86

Political T—Shirts (various subjects) Includes
our "Ronnie" designs. $1.00 gets you the
brochure. Mail to: Second Generation 3250
Spottswood, Memphis, TN 38111.1/12/86
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StarBucks

Everyone

Loves To Save Money!
This Page Is YOUR Chance!

Clip These Coupons And Enjoy

"Star Bucks

The Music Store

15% Off
All REMO Drumheads &

PROMARK Stix
(While Supplies Last)

With This Coupon
EXP ES 2/28/87
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(new subscnbers only)

Enclose This Coupon With The
Subscription Form on Page 1.

expres 2»ys —StarBuc $1

I
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Everyone
Loves To Save Money!
This Page Is YOUR Chance!

Clip These Coupons And Enjoy

StarBucks|"_/\_ i
I I| 1| {P
| Baskin—Robbins I
: 1811 Kirby Parkway (at Poplar) |l

_I Memphis, TN 38138 I
I I
I I

f % P
I 901—755—5028 [t

[ lY.. __.;.—“i
I | I
i Roadshow BMW =
I 6175 Mt. Moriah Ext. |
g Memphis, TN 38115 =

a f
f 901—365—2584 |

{r 3" StarBucks _ _i f 1}
I f I
I I I
| Crosstown Loans i a1]
= 1302 Poplar = .» =
i Memphis, TN 38104 l f‘ g

a! [| 901—725—0116 I Si
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A LB U M —<—COVER

D E S I G N

   

  

 

 

we

have ®

your

1

cover!
 

Your Full Service Graphic Arts Company
Logo Design — Promo Packs

Business Cards — Flyers — Letterheads
Album Covers

Please Call 452—7891 For An
Evaluation And Estimate For Your Needs

QUIK STAR GRAPHICS
Design — Typesetting — Layout — Printing
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Now Serving The Mid—South

With 100,000 Watts Of Power

MEMPHIS OFFICE 901/725—0098


